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Abstract
Contemporary data assimilation often involves more than a million prediction vari-
ables. Ensemble Kalman filters (EnKF) have been developed by geoscientists. They are
successful indispensable tools in science and engineering, because they allow for com-
putationally cheap low ensemble state approximation for extremely large dimensional
turbulent dynamical systems. The practical finite ensemble filter like EnKF necessarily
involve modifications such as covariance inflation and localization, and it is a genuine
mystery why they perform so well with small ensemble sizes in large dimensions. This
paper provides the first rigorous stochastic analysis of the accuracy and covariance fi-
delity of EnKF in the practical regime where the ensemble size is much smaller than
the large ambient dimension for EnKFs with random coefficients. A challenging issue
overcome here is that EnKF in huge dimensions introduces unavoidable bias and model
errors which need to be controlled and estimated.
Keywords: effective dimension, Mahalanobis norm, random matrices, Lyapunov function
1 Introduction
With the growing importance of accurate predictions and the expanding availability of data
in geoscience and engineering, data assimilation for high dimensional dynamical systems has
never been more crucial. The ensemble Kalman filters (EnKF) [1, 2, 3, 4] are ensemble based
algorithms well designed for this purpose. They quantify the uncertainty of an underlying
system using the sample information of an ensemble {X(k)n }Kk=1. In most applications, the
ensemble size K ∼ 102 is much smaller than the ambient space dimension d ∼ 106, thereby
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significantly reduces the computational cost. The simplicity of EnKF and its close to accurate
performance has fueled wide applications in various fields of geophysical science [5, 6].
However, why does EnKF work well with a small ensemble has remained a complete
mystery. The existing theoretical EnKF performance literature focuses mostly on the im-
practical scenario where the ensemble size goes to infinity [7, 8]. When the ensemble size
is finite, the only known recent results are wellposedness, nonlinear stability, and geometric
ergodicity [9, 10, 11, 12]. For continuous EnKF analogues, similar results and filter error
bounds are obtained when the forecast model admits uniform contraction [13, 14, 15]. These
theories are inadequate to explain EnKF performance in practice. On the other hand, the
practitioners often attribute the EnKF success to the existence of a low effective filtering
dimension. This means most of the filtering uncertainty is contained in p ∼ 10 directions,
so the ensemble size is still comparatively large. But the definition of the effective filtering
dimension has remained elusive, as its associated subspace often evolves with the dynamics.
How the filter ensemble is attracted to this subspace is even more puzzling.
Another layer of complexity that shrouds the study of EnKF is its practical variants. The
sampling formulation of EnKF leaves it many structural flaws. Meteorologists and engineers
have invented various methods to remedy these problems, including square root formulations,
covariance inflation, and localization [16, 17, 18, 19]. The derivations of these methods rely
purely on physical or statistical intuition, where the filter ensemble is often assumed to be
Gaussian distributed. How these methods contribute to the bias and model error introduced
by EnKF formulation in practical scenarios lacks rigorous explanation.
As a consequence of these two theoretical gaps, there are no existing theoretical guidelines
on how to choose the ensemble size, or which and how augmentation should be implemented.
This paper intends to fill these gaps by developing a rigorous error analysis framework for a
properly augmented EnKF. We study these issues here in the challenging context of Kalman
filter with random coefficients [20] in large dimensions [21]. Although this setting is less
difficult than the fully nonlinear case [10, 12], it is much richer than the deterministic case
with applications to stochastic turbulence models [5, 21].
The remainder of this introduction outlines the objective, strategy, and main results that
are proved in detail in the remainder of the paper. We note that [21] provides a simple
rigorous treatment of the same issues without the effect of finite ensemble.
1.1 Intrinsic performance criteria
Consider the following signal-observation system with random coefficients
Xn+1 = AnXn +Bn + ξn+1, ξn+1 ∼ N (0,Σn);
Yn+1 = HnXn+1 + ζn+1, ζn+1 ∼ N (0, Iq).
(1.1)
We assume the signal variable Xn is of dimension d, the observation variable Yn is of di-
mension q ≤ d. The realizations of the dynamical coefficients (An, Bn,Σn), the observation
matrix Hn, as long as Yn are assumed to be available, and the objective is to estimate Xn.
The random coefficients setting allows us to model internal dynamical intermittencies, where
the effective low dimensional subspace may evolve non-trivially.
The optimal filter for system (1.1) is the Kalman filter [20, 22], assuming (X0, Y0) is
Gaussian distributed. It estimates Xn with a Gaussian distribution N (mn, Rn), where the
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mean and covariance follow a well known recursion:
Forecast: mˆn+1 = Anmn +Bn, R̂n+1 = AnRnATn + Σn
Assimilation: mn+1 = mˆn+1 + Gn(R̂n+1)(Yn+1 −Hnmˆn+1), Rn+1 = Kn(R̂n+1),
Gn(C) = CHn(Iq +HnCHTn )−1, Kn(C) = C − Gn(C)HnC.
(1.2)
Unfortunately, the Kalman filter (1.2) is not applicable for high dimensional problems, as
it has a computational complexity of O(d2q). Nevertheless, its optimality indicates that Rn
directly describes how well system (1.1) can be filtered. Moreover, the classical Kalman
filter analysis [20] indicates that Rn converges to a stationary solution R˜n of (1.2), which
is independent of filter initializations. In other words, conditions on the stationary solution
R˜n can be viewed as intrinsic filtering criteria for system (1.1). Moreover, as R˜n can be
estimated or computed in many scenarios, these criteria can be used as filtering guidelines.
There is abundant literature on various notions of stability of Kalman filters and Riccati
equations [23, 24, 25, 26, 27].
In particular for our interest, an augmented Kalman filter stationary solution R˜n can be
used to define the effective dimension. As mentioned earlier, it is conjectured that EnKF
performs well with small ensemble size, because there are only p < K dimensions of signifi-
cant uncertainty during the filtering. Throughout this paper, a threshold ρ > 0 is assumed
to separate the significant dimensions from the others. So one way to formulate the low
effective dimension requirement would be
R˜n has at most p eigenvalues above ρ.
The details of the Kalman filter augmentation, along with the additional low dimension
requirements of the unstable directions of An and Σn will be given in the formal Assumption
3.1.
1.2 EnKF with small ensemble sizes
In essence, EnKF is a Monte-Carlo simulation of the optimal filter (1.2). It utilizes an
ensemble {X(k)n } to describe the filtering uncertainty, and uses the ensemble mean Xn as the
estimator for Xn. In the forecast step, an forecast ensemble {X̂(k)n+1} is generated from the
posterior ensemble {X(k)n } simulating the forecast model in (1.1). In the assimilation step, the
Kalman update rule of (1.2) applies, while the mean and covariance are replaced by ensemble
versions. This effectively bring down the computation cost. But the small sample formulation
brings up four structural issues. Fortunately, there are existing practical variants of EnKF
that can alleviate these problems. By incorporating these augmentations, our theoretical
results in return provide rigorous justifications for their improvement in practice.
The first problem is the covariance rank deficiency. The sample covariance of an en-
semble of size K can only be of rank at most K − 1, so uncertainties on the d − K + 1
complementary directions are ignored. The observation operator may accumulate all these
underestimated uncertainties, and create a huge bias in the assimilation step. In practice,
this problem is usually remedied by adding a constant inflation to the forecast covariance.
In our effective dimension formulation, the directions of significant uncertainty in principle
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should be captured by the ensemble, while the other directions are under represented. Then
with an ensemble covariance matrix C, it is intuitive to add ρId to it in order to capture the
uncertainty in the ambient space, making the effective covariance estimator Cρ := C + ρId.
The second problem comes from the instability of the dynamics. In many realistic models,
intermittent instability comes from the unstable directions of the forecast operator An or
genuine large surges in Σn. This may not be captured by the ensemble at previous step, and
it is necessary to include it in the forecast step. Evidently, in order for the effective filtering
dimension to be p, the dimension of such instability must be below p as well.
The third problem is the covariance decay from sampling effect. The standard EnKF
forecast step intends to recover the covariance forecast of (1.2), so EĈn+1 = R̂n+1, assuming
Cn = Rn. However, the Kalman covariance update operator Kn is a concave operator,
see Lemma A.1. The Jensen’s inequality indicates that the average posterior covariance
EKn(Ĉn+1) is below the target covariance Kn(R̂n+1), see Lemma 5.3 for details. The practical
remedy is a multiplicative inflation, so the average forecast covariance is EĈn+1 = rR̂n+1 with
a r > 1. The effect of such inflation has been rigorously studies in [28] but only for d = 1.
Lastly, small samples may create spurious correlation in high dimensions. As an easy
example, let X(k) be K i.i.d. N (0, Id) random vectors. Then by the Bai-Yin’s law [29], the
spectral norm of the sample covariance is roughly 1 +
√
d/K, instead of the true value 1. In
our small sample K  d setting, the sampling error is simply horrible. In order to remove
such correlation, practical remedies often involve localization procedures. Here we simplify
this operation by projecting the sample covariance matrix to its p leading eigenvectors.
Mathematically speaking, this ensures the forecast sample covariance can concentrate on the
right value. Ideally, if the effective dimension is lower than p, such spectral projection will
not change much of the covariance matrix.
Section 2 will give the explicit formulation of the prescribed EnKF, where Algorithms 1
summarizes the procedures.
1.3 Covariance fidelity and Mahalanobis error
Practical filter performance analysis requires concrete estimates of the filter error en =
Xn − Xn. This appears to be very difficult for EnKF, because the covariance relations in
(1.2) no longer hold deterministically. To make matters worse, the random sampling error
propagates through a nonlinear update rules as in (1.2). So it is nearly impossible to trace
the exact distribution of en, while it is clearly not Gaussian.
The existing analysis of EnKF focus mostly on its difference with the optimal filter
(1.2) [28, 7, 30, 8, 14, 15, 13]. These results often require either the ensemble to be Gaussian
distributed at each step, or only consider the case where the ensemble size K reaches infinity.
Unfortunately, such assumptions are unlikely to hold in practice, since there is computational
advantage for EnKF only when K < d.
A more pragmatic strategy would be looking for intrinsic error statistical relations. In
particular, it is important to check whether the reduced covariance estimators dominate the
real error covariance, as underestimating error covariance often causes severe filter divergence.
The Mahalanobis norm is a natural choice for this purpose. Given a d× d positive definite
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(PD) matrix C, it generates a Mahalanobis norm on Rd:
‖v‖2C := vT [C]−1v. (1.3)
This norm is central in many Bayesian inverse problems. For example, given the prior
distribution of X as N (b, C), and a linear observation Y = HX + ξ with Gaussian noise
ξ ∼ N (0,Σ), the optimal estimate is the minimizer of ‖x−b‖2C +‖Y −Hx‖2Σ. In our context,
it is natural to look at the non-dimensionalized Mahalanobis error 1
d
‖en‖2Cρn . According
to the EnKF formulation described above, the true state is estimated by N (Xn, Cρn). If
the hypothesis holds, 1
d
‖en‖2Cρn should roughly be of constant value. And by showing the
Mahalanobis error is bounded, we also show the error covariance estimate Cρn more or less
captures the real error covariance, which is known as the covariance fidelity.
The Mahalanobis error also has surprisingly good dynamical properties in large dimen-
sions [21]. In short, ‖en‖2Cρn is a dissipative (also called exponentially stable) sequence. This
is actually carried by an intrinsic inequality induced by the Kalman update mechanism. In
the optimal filter, it is formulated as
ATn (I − Gn(R̂n+1)Hn)TR−1n+1(I − Gn(R̂n+1)Hn)An  ATn R̂−1n+1An  R−1n . (1.4)
This was exploited by previous works in the literature [20, 31] to show robustness of Kalman
filters and extended Kalman filters in a fixed finite dimension. See for example, the first
displayed inequality in the proof of Theorem 2.6 of [20]. One of the major results of this
paper can be informally formulated as follows
Theorem 1.1. When applying the EnKF described in Section 1.2 to system (1.1) with an
effective filtering dimension p and proper inflation parameters r > 1, ρ > 0, there is a
constant D such that if K > Dp, the nondimenionalized Mahalanobis filter error E1
d
‖en‖Cρn
converges to a constant independent of d and the filter initialization.
The detailed conditions and statements are given by Section 3 and Theorem 3.4. This
result rigorously explains the effectiveness of EnKF in practice. It is also important to note
that the condition requires the ensemble size to grow linearly with the effective dimension,
instead of exponentially as in the case of particle filters [32, 33]. This makes the EnKF an
promising tool for system with medium size d, even if there is no low effective dimensionality
assumption.
There are two useful corollaries from Theorem 1.1. First, its proof indicates the EnKF is
exponentially stable for initial ensemble shift, see Corollary 3.5 below. In other words, if two
ensembles start with the same ensemble spread, but different means, the difference in their
mean will decay exponentially fast. Second, when the system noises are of scale epsilon,
the EnKF filter error is also of scale epsilon. This is called the filter accuracy of EnKF,
and evidently is very useful when the system (1.1) is observed frequently. See Corollary 3.6
below.
1.4 Framework of the proof: randommatrix concentration and Lya-
punov functions
In order to adapt the Mahalanobis error dissipation (1.4) for EnKF, it is essential to recover
ATn R̂
−1
n+1An  R−1n with R̂n+1 replaced by the random ensemble forecast matrix Ĉn+1. Such
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problem has rarely been discussed by the random matrix theory (RMT) community, as it
involves matrix inversion and non-central ensembles. Fortunately, standard RMT arguments
like Gaussian concentration and -net covering can be applied, and roughly speaking we can
show Ĉ−1n+1  R̂−1n+1. Both covariance inflation techniques and the effective dimensionality are
the keys to make this possible. The additive inflation keep the matrix inversion nonsingular,
and the multiplicative inflation creates enough room for a spectral concentration to occur at
the effective dimensions.
A RMT result, Theorem 6.1, guarantees that the Mahalanobis error dissipates like (1.4)
with high probability. But the rare sampling concurrence may decrease the sample covari-
ance and creates underestimation. Such intermittency genuinely exists in various stochastic
problems, and the general strategy is to find a Lyapunov function. In this paper, our Lya-
punov function exploits the concavity of the Kalman covariance update operator K, and the
boundeness of filter covariance from an observability condition.
1.5 Preliminaries
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates an EnKF with
specified augmentations, which is summarized by Algorithm 1. Section 3 formulates the low
effective dimension Assumption 3.1 and uniform observability Assumption 3.2. Theorem
3.4 shows that these assumptions guarantee the Mahalanobis error of EnKF decays to a
constant geometrically fast. Important Corollaries 3.5 and 3.6 about exponential stability
and accuracy follow immediately. Before diving into the proofs, a simple application of our
framework to a stochastic turbulence model is given in Section 4. The main proof components
are illustrated in Section 5. The noncentral RMT result is located in Section 6.
Before we start the discussion, here are a few standard notations we will use in the
following. ‖C‖ denotes the l2 operator norm of a matrix C, and |x| is the l2 norm of a vector
x. We use x ⊗ x to denote the rank 1 matrix xxT generated by a column vector x. We
use C ∈ PD(PSD) or simply C is PD (PSD) to indicate a symmetric matrix C is positive
definite (semidefinite). [C]j,k denotes the (j, k)-th coordinate of a matrix C, and [C]I2 is the
sub-matrix with both indices in a set I. And A  B indicates that B − A ∈ PSD. dae is
the smallest integer above a real number a.
Given an ensemble of vectors x(1), . . . , x(K), we use x¯ = 1
K
∑K
k=1 x
(k) to denote its ensemble
average. ∆x(k) = x(k) − x¯ to denote the deviation of each ensemble. Some times, it is easier
to describe an ensemble in terms of its mean x¯, and spread matrix S = [∆x(1), . . . ,∆x(K)].
We assume the distribution of filter initializations is known. Generally speaking, there are
no specific requirements for their values. But some results implicitly rely on the invertibility
of the covariance matrices.
Following [20], we say a random sequence Z0, Z1, . . . is stationary, if (Z0, Z1, . . .) and
(Zk, Zk+1, . . .) have the same distribution. We say such sequence is ergodic, if there is only
one invariant measure for the shifting map (Z0, Z1, . . .) 7→ (Z1, Z2, . . .).
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2 EnKF with low effective dimensions
EnKF utilizes an ensemble {X(k)n }k=1,...,K to describe the underlying uncertainty. Such for-
mulation effectively brings down the computation cost of each filtering iteration, and have
shown good filtering skills through numerous numerical evidences.
2.1 Forecast Step with instability representation
The forecast step propagates the underlying uncertainty of time n to time n + 1. Since
the effective posterior distribution is N (Xn, Cρn), the target forecast distribution should be
N (AnXn + Bn, AnCnATn + ρAnATn + Σn). In order to remedy the covariance decay due to
sampling, we also multiply the target covariance with a ratio r > 1.
In the ensemble formulation, the posterior ensemble is propagated to the forecast ensem-
ble, X̂(k)n+1 = AnX
(k)
n + Bn + ξ
(k)
n+1. The noise ξ
(k)
n+1 is Gaussian distributed with mean zero,
it intends to capture the instantaneous instability of the system. Its covariance Σ+n will be
specified soon. Denote the inflated forecast ensemble spread
√
rAnSn+
√
r[∆ξ
(1)
n+1, . . . ,∆ξ
(K)
n+1]
as Ŝn+1, where Sn is the ensemble spread matrix at step n:
Sn = [∆X
(1)
n , · · · ,∆X(K)n ], ∆X(k)n = X(k)n −Xn.
The corresponding forecast covariance is given by
Ĉn+1 =
Ŝn+1Ŝ
T
n+1
K − 1 , EnĈn+1 = rAnCnA
T
n + rΣ
+
n . (2.1)
Here En denotes expectation conditioned on system and ensemble realization up to time n.
Since Ĉn+1 is an ensemble covariance, it under-represents the ambient space uncertainty.
This can be remedied by adding a constant covariance ρτId. Here τ > 0 is a parameter that
increases our framework flexibility. Its value depends on the model setting, see an example
in Section 4. Our framework is valid independent of τ , and in the first reading, τ can be
seen as 1. In order to preserve covariance fidelity, intuitively we want
EnĈτρn+1 = rAnCnATn + rΣ+n + ρτId  r(AnCnATn + ρAnATn + Σn). (2.2)
For this purpose, let P̂n be the projection to the eigen-subspace of ρAnATn + Σn − ρτ/rId
with positive eigenvalues. If we let Σ+n be the positive part of the prescribed matrix,
Σ+n = P̂n(ρAnA
T
n + Σn − ρτ/rId)P̂n,
it is straightforward to check that (2.2) holds. Σ+n captures the instantaneous instability
of system (1.1). It essentially includes the unstable directions of An with singular value
above a spectral gap
√
τ/r, and the directions of Σn with eigenvalue above ρτ/r. Its low
dimensionality will be another crucial component of the low effective dimension Assumption
3.1.
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2.2 Assimilation step with spectral projection
Once the forecast covariance is computed, the Kalman gain matrix can be obtained through
Gn+1 = Gn(Ĉτρn+1) = Ĉτρn+1HTn (Iq +HnĈτρn+1HTn )−1.
We update the mean from X̂n+1 = 1K
∑
k X̂
(k)
n+1 to
Xn+1 = X̂n+1 +Gn+1[Yn+1 −HX̂n+1].
Based on the classical Kalman formulation, the target posterior covariance should beKn(Ĉτρn+1),
with the Kalman covariance update operator
Kn(C) := C − CHTn (Iq +HnCHTn )−1HnC
= (I − Gn(C)Hn)C(I − Gn(C)Hn)T + Gn(C)Gn(C)T . (2.3)
Unfortunately, Kn(Ĉτρn+1) cannot be directly obtained as a posterior ensemble covariance
matrix, since it may have rank d instead of K− 1. Moreover, the forecast sample covariance
matrix may have spurious correlation due to lower than dimension sampling size. Due to
this reason, we project Kn(Ĉτρn+1) to its eigenspace associated with the largest p eigenvalues.
The posterior ensemble should have an effective covariance Cρn+1 matching it. If we denote
the projection as Pn+1, let QDQT be the eigenvalue decomposition of Pn+1(Kn(Ĉτρn+1) −
ρI)Pn+1, and ΨΛΦT be the SVD decomposition of Ŝn+1. We can update the posterior
spread Sn+1 through an ensemble adjustment Kalman filter (EAKF) type of update, Sn+1 =
QD1/2Λ†ΨT Ŝn+1, then
Cn+1 =
Sn+1STn+1
K−1 = Pn+1(Kn(Ĉτρn+1)− ρI)Pn+1. (2.4)
Notice that the directions with eigenvalues of Kn(Ĉτρn+1) below the threshold ρ are filtered
out on the right hand side. Moreover, it is straight forward to verify that
Kn(Ĉτρn+1) + ρId  Cn+1 + ρId  Kn(Ĉτρn+1). (2.5)
In case one does not have a low effective dimension, so p = d, the spectral projection is
trivial Pn+1 = Id.
Before we move on and analyze EnKF performance, let us briefly discuss the compu-
tational complexity involved in the analysis step, assuming d > K2 > p2 and standard
numerical procedures [34]. It is important to notice that Ĉn+1 = 1K Ŝn+1Ŝ
T
n+1 is of rank K.
Moreover the following Woodbury matrix identity holds,
(Iq +HnĈ
τρ
n+1H
T
n )
−1 = Qn −Qn(IK + ŜTnHTnHnŜn)−1Qn,
where IK + ŜTnHTnHnŜn is K ×K, and Qn = (Iq + τρHnHTn )−1 is usually easy to compute,
because Hn is often a simple projection. This makes vector products with the matrix
Kn(Ĉτρn+1) = Ĉn+1 + τρId − (Ĉn+1 + τρId)HTn (Iq +HnĈτρn+1HTn )−1Hn(Ĉn+1 + τρId)
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of complexity O(Kd) instead of O(d2). Consequencely the finding of p largest eigenvalues and
associated eigenvectors is of complexity O(pKd) through, for example, the power method.
Since the SVD decomposition is identical to standard EAKF, it takes complexity of O(K2d)
[4]. In conclusion, this version of EAKF does not require an additional order of complexity.
We comment that simpler operations may exist with other EAKF formulations. For example
[35] suggested used letting Sn+1 = (I − 12Gn+1Hn)Ŝn+1.
2.3 Summary of the algorithm
The mathematical formulation of our EnKF can be summarized by Algorithm 1
Algorithm 1 EnKF with covariance inflations and spectral projections
Initialization: K: ensemble size, p: effective dimension, r: multiplicative inflation, ρ un-
certainty significance threshold, τ : flexibility parameter, X(k)0 : initial ensemble.
1: for n← 0 to T − 1 do
2: Σ+n ← The positive part of ρAnATn + Σn − ρτ/rId.
3: Generate ξ(k)n+1 ∼ N (0,Σ+n ), k = 1, . . . , K.
4: X̂n+1 ← AnXn +Bn + 1K
∑K
k=1 ξ
(k)
n+1, Ŝn+1 ←
√
r(AnSn + [∆ξ
(1)
n+1, . . . ,∆ξ
(K)
n+1]).
5: Ĉn+1 ← 1K−1 Ŝn+1ŜTn+1, Gn+1 ← Ĉτρn+1HTn (Iq +HnĈτρn+1HTn )−1.
6: Xn+1 ← X̂n+1 +Gn+1(Yn+1 −HnX̂n+1).
7: Pn+1 ← Projection to the largest p eigenvectors of Kn(Ĉτρn+1).
8: Sn+1 ← AnSn by an EAKF type of update, so that
Sn+1STn+1
K−1 = Pn+1(Kn(Ĉτρn+1)− ρId)Pn+1.
9: return State estimation: N (Xn+1, Sn+1S
T
n+1
K−1 + ρId ).
3 Main results: EnKF performance
3.1 Effective low dimensionality
As explained in Section 1.1, Kalman filters will be employed to formulate the effective di-
mensionality. Since our EnKF implements covariance inflation techniques, the associated
signal-observation system is also augmented with a stronger inflation [21]:
X ′n+1 = rAnX
′
n +Bn + ξ
′
n+1,
Y ′n+1 = HnX
′
n+1 + ζ
′
n+1.
ξ′n+1 ∼ N (0,Σ′n = r2Σ+n + r2τρId), ζ ′n+1 ∼ N (0, Iq).
(3.1)
In principle, r2 can be replaced with any ratio above r and our analysis below still holds.
We use r2 just for notational simplicity. The optimal filter for (3.1) is a Kalman filter. The
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associated covariance solves follows recursion
R̂′n+1 = r
2AnR
′
nA
T
n + Σ
′
n, R
′
n+1 = Kn(R̂′n+1). (3.2)
Given the value of R′j, the value of R′k at a later time k ≥ j can be computed by the recursion
above. So there is a F ck measurable mapping Rj,k such that R′k = Rj,k(R′j).
Our low dimensionality reference can be formulated through one solution R˜k = Rj,k(R˜j):
Assumption 3.1. The signal observation system has intrinsic dimension p, if for a (sta-
tionary) solution R˜n = Rk,n(R˜k) of (3.2):
• The system instability matrix Σ+n has rank not exceeding p ⇔ AnATn + Σn/ρ has at
most p eigenvaleus above τ/r.
• R˜n has at most p eigenvalues above ρ.
Although our framework works for an arbitrary solution of (3.2), in most cases any
solution will converge to a unique PD stationary sequence, assuming stationarity, ergod-
icity, weak observability and controllability of the system coefficients, see [20]. It is also
straightforward to verify that, if the original system (1.1) satisfies the weak observability
and controllability condition of [20], then so does the augmented system (3.1). A proof of
a similar claim is in the appendix of [21]. Then it makes more sense to impose Assumption
3.1 on this stationary solution, and by doing so, the assumption is independent of the initial
conditions. This is why we put stationary in bracket, the readers should choose the proper
variant in application.
In order to focus on the more interesting EnKF sampling effect, this paper considers a
relative simple system setting, so (1.1) is observable through a fixed time interval m:
Assumption 3.2. Suppose there are constants DA, DΣ, DR such that
‖A−1n ‖, ‖An‖ ≤ DA, ‖Σn‖ ≤ DΣ, ‖R˜n‖, ‖R˜−1n ‖ ≤ DR.
Also suppose there is a constant step size m, a constant cm, such that the observability
Gramian defined below satisfies Om  cmId,
Om =
m∑
k=1
ATk,1H
T
k HkAk,1, Ak,j = r
k−jAk−1 · · ·Aj.
Assumption 3.2 will simplify the control of a solution of (3.2) a lot, for example Lemma
5.5 shows that Rk,k+m(C) will always be bounded and uses [20].
Remark 3.3. It is worth noticing that the direct requirement on system (1.1), Assumption
3.2, is quite weak, given that (An, Bn, Hn,Σn) can be any random sequence. However, As-
sumption 3.1 is another implicit condition imposed on system (1.1), since the R˜n is generated
through (3.2). The dependence of R˜n on (An, Bn, Hn,Σn) is in general very involved, even
in the deterministic, time homogenous case. Section 4 will further discuss how to verify
Assumption 3.1, and demonstrate with an example. More examples for Kalman filters with
random coefficients can be found in [21] and its references. On the other hand, Assump-
tion 3.1 is required in theory, simply because it can be verified offline and before executing
the algorithm. In practice, it suffices to check on the fly whether the posterior covariance
Kn(Ĉτρn+1) indeed has less than p eigenvalues above ρ. If yes, the projection error is zero, the
proof in Section 5.2 holds as well with χn+1 = 1, so the same results would hold.
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3.2 Covariance fidelity and filter performance
As discussed in Section 1.3, Mahalanobis error is a natural statistics for covariance fidelity
quantification. By proving a stronger but more technical result, Theorem 5.10, we can
show that the Mahalanobis error decays to a constant geometrically fast. With stronger
conditions, a similar proof should lead to a similar bound for E‖en‖sCρn with s > 1. But we
only demonstrate the case with s = 1 for exposition simplicity.
Theorem 3.4. Suppose system (1.1) satisfies the uniform observability Assumption 3.2, and
has an intrinsic filtering dimension p as described in Assumption 3.1. For any c > 0, there
exist a function F : PSD → R, a constant D, and a sequence Mn, such that when K > Dp,
E‖en‖Cρn ≤ r−
n
6EF (C0)
√
‖e0‖2Cρ0 + 2m+Mn
√
d,
E|en| ≤ r−n6
√
DR + ρEF (C0)
√
‖e0‖2Cρ0 + 2m+
√
(DR + ρ)dMn.
The function F and the sequence satisfy the following bounds with a constant DF :
F (X) ≤ DF exp(DF log3 ‖X‖), lim sup
n→∞
Mn ≤ 1 + c
1− r−m6 .
Moreover, the ensemble covariance Cn is bounded by R˜n most of the time:
lim sup
n→∞
Emax{1, ‖CnR˜−1n ‖m} ≤ 1 + c. (3.3)
3.3 Exponential stability
Another useful property implied by the previous analysis is that EnKF is exponentially
stable. Let {X ′(k)0 } = {X(k)0 + ∆} be a shift of the original initial ensemble. If both EnKF
generate the same realization for ξ(k)n and assimilate the same observation sequence Yn, then
it is straight forward to check their ensemble spread matrices remain the same, and the
difference in their mean estimates is given by
(Xn −X ′n) = Un,0(X0 −X ′0), Un,m =
n−1∏
k=m
(I −Gk+1Hk)Ak.
So if ‖Un,0‖ converges to zero exponentially fast, then so does the mean difference. In [20],
this is called exponential stability.
Corollary 3.5. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.4, suppose EF (C0) <∞ and K > Dp,
the EnKF is exponentially stable
lim sup
n→∞
1
n
logE
∥∥∥∥∥
n−1∏
k=0
(I −Gk+1Hk)Ak
∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ −16 log r.
The proof is located after the proof of Theorem 5.10.
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3.4 Filter accuracy
When system (1.1) is observed frequently, the system noises are of close to zero scale. In-
tuitively, the filter error should be close to zero as well. Such property has recently been
investigated by [36] for other observers, and called filter accuracy. While filter accuracy may
come easily for the Kalman filter (1.2), it is highly nontrivial for EnKF. Our framework re-
veals that filter accuracy of EnKF can be obtained by filter accuracy of the reference Kalman
filter.
Corollary 3.6. Under the same conditions of Theorem 3.4, there exists a constant C, such
that when K > Dp, for any  > 0 there is an EnKF filter with ensemble size K for the
following system
Xn+1 = AnXn +Bn + ξn+1
Yn+1 = HnXn+1 + ζn+1,
(3.4)
such that with the same function and sequence in Theorem 3.4:
E|en| ≤ r−n6
√
DR + ρEF (−2C0)
√
‖e0‖2Cρ0 + 2m+ 
√
(DR + ρ)dMn.
Proof. This is a straightforward from Theorem 3.4, since if R˜n is a reference Kalman filter
covariance for system (1.1), then 2R˜n is a reference Kalman filter covariance for system (3.4),
which has spectral norm bounded by 2DR. So if one applies Algorithm 1 with rescaled
parameters (K, p, r, 2ρ, τ), one can check both Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2 hold. The −2
appears before C0, because in fact F (C0) = f(‖C0R˜−10 ‖) for some function f , which will be
clear in Theorem 5.10.
4 A simple application and example
When applying our results to a concrete problem in the form of (1.1), we need to compute
the stationary filter covariance R˜n, as it plays a vital role in the low effective dimension
Assumption 3.1, and it controls the ensemble covariance Cρn. In practice, this requires non-
trivial numerical computation. One the other hand, there is a huge literature on Kalman
filters, so there are various ways to simplify the computations. [21] has discussed a few such
strategies, including unfiltered covariance, benchmark principle, and comparison principle.
We will not reiterate these strategies in this paper, but instead apply some of them to a
concrete simple turbulence problem [5, 21].
4.1 Linearized stochastic turbulence in Fourier domain
Consider the following stochastic partial differential equation [37, 5]
∂tu(x, t) = Ω(∂x)u(x, t)− γ(∂x)u(x, t) + F (x, t) + dW (x, t). (4.1)
For the simplicity of discussion, the underlying space is assumed to be an one dimensional
torus T = [0, 2pi], while generalization to higher dimensions is quite straight forward. The
terms in (4.1) have the following physical interpretations:
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1) Ω is an odd polynomial of ∂x. This term usually arises from the Coriolis effect from earth’s
rotation, or the advection by another turbulent flow. Suppose Ω(∂x)eikx = iωkeikx.
2) γ is a positive and even polynomial of ∂x. This term models the general diffusion and
damping of turbulences. Suppose γ(∂x)eikx = γkeikx.
3) F (x, t) is a deterministic forcing and W (x, t) is a stochastic forcing.
One way to discretize (4.1) in both time and space, is to consider the Galerkin truncation
of u at time nh with a fixed interval h > 0. Let Xn be a 2J + 1 dimensional vector, with its
k-th component being the k-th Fourier component of u( · , nh), in other words,
u(x, nh) = [Xn]0 +
∑
1≤k≤J
2[Xn]k cos(kx) + 2[Xn]−k sin(kx).
Suppose both the deterministic and the stochastic forcing admit a Fourier decomposition:
F (x, t) = 2
∑
1≤k≤J
fk cos(kx)+f−k sin(kx), W (x, t) = 2
∑
1≤k≤J
σuk (Wk(t) cos(kx)+W−k(t) sin(kx)).
Here W±k(t) are standard Wiener processes.
A time discretization of (4.1) in the Fourier domain yields the system coefficients for the
system vector Xn. The details are in [21], and the results are presented as follows. An = A
is diagonal with 2× 2 sub-blocks, and Σn = Σ is diagonal. Their entries with Bn are:
[A]{k,−k}2 = exp(−γkh)
[
cos(ωkh) sin(ωkh)
− sin(ωkh) cos(ωkh)
]
, [B]k = fk(nh)h,
[Σ]k,k =
(σuk )
2
2
∫ (n+1)h
nh
exp(−2γks)ds = 1
2
Euk (1− exp(−2γkh)).
(4.2)
Euk =
1
2γk
(σuk )
2 stands for the stochastic energy of the k-th Fourier mode, and also the sum
of stochastic energy of [Xn]k and [Xn]−k.
In practice, the damping often grows and the energy decays like polynomials of the
wavenumber |k|
γk = γ0 + ν|k|α, Euk = E0|k|−β, α > 0, β ≥ 0. (4.3)
To show that our framework is directly computable, we will also consider the following
specific set of physical parameters with a Kolmogorov energy spectrum used in [38]:
α = 2, β =
5
3
, r = 1.1, τ = 0.6, h = 0.5, γ0 = ν = 0.01, E0 = 1. (4.4)
4.2 Reference spectral projection
In order to verify Assumption 3.1, we need to estimate the stationary Kalman covariance
R˜n. The unfiltered equilibrium covariance V ′n of X ′n is a crude upper bound for R˜n, as the
Kalman filter has the minimum error covariance, while V ′n is the error covariance made by
estimating X ′n using its equilibrium mean. Although this is a crude estimate, it works for
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any choice of observation, and it is easy to compute, since V ′n+1 = r2AnV ′nATn + Σ′n. If the
system is time homogeneous, V ′n will be a constant V ′. V ′ is an upper bound of R˜n. [21] also
applies this idea for reduced filtering error analysis.
In particular for (4.2), AnATn + Σn is a diagonal matrix with entries
[ρAnA
T
n + Σn]k,k = ρ exp(−2γkh) + 12Euk (1− exp(−2γkh)).
If [ρAnATn + Σn]k,k ≥ τρ/r, this mode should be included by the instability covariance Σ+n .
For the other Fourier modes, one can verify that V ′ is a constant diagonal matrix with entries
v′k = r
2 exp(−2γkh)v′k + r2[Σ]k,k + r2τρ ⇒ v′k =
r2([Σ]k,k + τρ)
1− r2 exp(−2γkh) .
Since R˜n  V ′, by Lidskii’s theorem 6.10 of [39], it suffices to show V ′ has at most p
eigenvalues above ρ. In summary, the following must hold
ρ ≥ max
{
r2[Σ]k,k
1− r2τ − r2 exp(−2γkh) ,
rρ
τ
exp(−2γkh) + r
2
[Σ]k,k
}
(4.5)
except for at most p different k. The quantity is easily computable, for example with the
physical parameters (4.4), p can be set as 15, or 30 if the negative wavenumbers are also
considered, and ρ = 0.04. Such small p makes K ∼ 100 comparatively large, and it is
independent of the Galerkin truncation range J .
4.3 Regularly spaced observations
Observations can significantly decrease the Kalman filter covariance R˜n, so they help keeping
the intrinsic filtering dimension low. Here we consider only a simple but useful scenario where
the observations of u(x, t) are made at a regularly spaced network, xk = 2pik2J+1 , k = 0, . . . , 2J ,
and have an Gaussian observation errorN (0, σo) at each location. [5, 21] have shown that this
is equivalent to a direct observation, with Hn = I2J+1
√
2J+1
σo
. Then the reference covariance
matrix R˜n is a constant diagonal matrix with entries [R˜]k,k = rk. When k is not a mode of
instability, it solves a Riccati equation
rk =
σorˆk
σo + (2J + 1)rˆk
, rˆk = r
2rk exp(−2γkh) + r2[Σ]k,k + τρ.
In summary, the following must hold
ρ ≥ max
{
rk,
rρ
τ
exp(−2γkh) + r
2τ
Euk (1− exp(−2γkh))
}
(4.6)
except for at most p different k. The quantity is easily computable, for example with the
physical parameters (4.4) while J = 50 and σo = 10, p can be set as 6 and ρ = 0.04.
Apparently, the existence of observations makes the effective dimension much smaller than
the one estimated by the unfiltered covariance.
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4.4 Intermittent dynamical regime
One challenge that practical filters often face is that the dynamical coefficient An is not
always stable with spectral norm less than 1. This is usually caused by the large scale
chaotic dynamical regime transitions. One simple way of modeling this phenomenon in
(4.2), is letting An be a Markov jump process [5], while maintaining the sub-block struc-
ture: [An]{k,−k}2 = [λn]k[A]{k,−k}2 . Here λn is a Markov chain taking values in RK+1. Then
the system random instability can be modeled as the random fluctuation of [λn]k, so that
occasionally ‖[An]{k,−k}2‖ > 1 for some k.
Our framework is applicable to such scenarios in general, as we allow random system
coefficients. The main difficulty would be the computation of the R˜n and the verification
of Assumption 3.1, which in general require numerical methods. Our framework can also
be generalized, so instead of a constant ambient space uncertainty level ρ, one can uses a
stochastic sequence ρn. Section 5 of [21] discuss this generalization. In this paper, we do not
intend to generalize our framework to that level, as the analysis involved is already rather
complicated.
On the other hand, in many situations, the dynamical instability only occurs on the
a small subset I of Fourier modes. This is because when the wavenumbers are high, the
dissipation force is much stronger than the random environmental forcing. So for k ∈ Ic,
[An]{k,−k} could remain of constant value like in (4.2). See chapter 4 of [5] for such an
example, where the instability occurs only at a few mode with wavenumber less than 5.
Then it suffices to include the subspace spanned by modes in I in the instability subspace.
This can be done with a slightly larger p. Since all verification discussed above, (4.5) and
(4.6), concern only of modes outside the instability subspace, they and also our framework
still remain valid.
5 Rigorous analysis for EnKF
This section provides the main ingredients for the proof of Theorem 3.4. This is accomplished
by a RMT result for the forecast covariance matrix, a Mahalanobis dissipation mechanism,
a Kalman covariance comparison principle, and a Lyapunov function that connects the pre-
vious three. The detailed proof of the RMT result is delayed to Section 6, as it is rather
technical, long, and indirectly related to our main problem.
There will be two filterations in our discussion. The first one contains all the information
of system coefficients up to time n, and the initial covariance for the filters:
F cn = σ{Ak, Bk,Σk, Hk, σk, k ≤ n} ∨ σ{R0, C0, R˜0}.
Noticeably, the Kalman filters have their covariance inside this filteration: σ{Rk, R˜k, k ≤
n + 1} ⊂ F cn. We will use F c = ∨n≥0F cn to denote all the information regarding the system
coefficients through the entire time line.
The second filteration contains all the information of system (1.1) up to time n, Fn =
F cn ∨σ{ζl, ξl, ζ(k)l , ξ(k)l , l ≤ n, k ≤ K}. We use EnZ, EF to denote the conditional expectation
of a random variable Z with respect to Fn or another fixed σ-field F respectively. Pn and
PF denote the associated conditional probability.
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5.1 Concentration of samples
The first mechanism we will rely on is that with a low effective dimension, the ensemble
forecast covariance Ĉn+1 concentrates around its average. To describe this phenomenon,
define the following sequences:
λn+1 = inf{λ ≥ 1, Ĉτρn+1  λ[rAnCnATn + rΣ+n + rτρI]} (5.1)
µn+1 = inf{µ ≥ 1, [Ĉτρn+1]−1  µ[rAnCnATn + rΣ+n + τρI]−1}. (5.2)
So essentially the random matrix is sandwiched by its expected value multiplied by these
ratios:
µ−1n+1[rAnCnA
T
n + rΣ
+
n + τρI]  Ĉτρn+1  λn+1[rAnCnATn + rΣ+n + rτρI].
Theorem 6.1 below indicates that λn and µn are mostly of value close to one, as long as the
sample size K surpasses a constant multiple of the effective dimension p, specifically:
Corollary 5.1. Under the same conditions of Theorem 3.4, denote the following rare events
Uλn+1 = {λn+1 ≥
√
r}, Uµn+1 = {µn+1 ≥
√
r}.
There are constants cr, Dr > 0, such that
Pn(Uλn+1 ∪ Uµn+1) ≤ log(‖Cn‖+ 1) exp(Drp− crK).
The tail of λn+1 can be bounded by an exponential one,
Pn(λn+1 > 8 + t) ≤ exp(−crKt).
Inside the rare event, for any fixed M , there is a constant DM such that the following bound
holds with l ≤M
En1Uµn+1µ
l
n+1 ≤ DM‖Σ+n /ρ‖l log(‖Cn‖+ 1) exp(Drp− crK).
Recall that ‖ · ‖ denotes the l2 operator norm of matrices.
Proof. We will apply Theorem 6.1 with
ak =
√
rAn∆X
(k)
n , ξk =
√
rξ
(k)
n+1.
so Z = Ĉn+1,Σ = rΣ+n , C = rAnCnAn, D = C + rΣ+n . We will consider δ =
1
5
(
√
r − 1) and
two different ρ-s: ρλ = (r− 1)ρτ and ρµ = ρτ . Theorem 6.1 is applicable here, because after
the projection Pn, {a1, . . . , aK} spans a subspace of dimension at most p. The union of the
rare events considered in this theorem is included by the one of Theorem 6.1, since
(Uλn+1)c = {Ĉτρn+1  (1 + 5δ)(D + ρλI)} ⊇ {Ĉn+1  (1 + 5δ)(D + rτρI)},
(Uµn+1)c = {[Ĉτρn+1]−1  (1 + 5δ)(D + ρµI)−1}.
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Notice that the condition number of C + sId is ‖rs−1AnCnAn‖+ 1. Also notice that log(x+
1) ≤ log x+ 1 for all x > 0, so with ‖An‖ ≤MA, there is a constant Dρ,A,r ≥ 1
log ‖s−1rAnCnATn + I‖ ≤ log(s−1rM2A‖Cn‖+ 1) ≤ Dρ,A,r(log ‖Cn‖+ 1)
for both s = (r− 1)ρτ and s = ρτ . Therefore according to Theorem 6.1, there are constants
Dδ, cδ, DM such that
Pn(Uλn+1∪Uµn+1) ≤ exp(log 4Dρ,A,r+Dδp−cδK)(1+log ‖Cn‖), Pn(λn > 8+t) < exp(−cδKt),
En1Uµn+1µ
l
n ≤ ‖Σ+n /ρ‖lDM exp(log 2Dρ,A,r +Dδp− cδK)(1 + ‖Cn‖), l ≤M.
Since we can always pick Dr such that log 4Dρ,A,r + Dδp ≤ Drp for all p ≥ 1, we have our
claims.
5.2 Covariance fidelity via Mahalanobis norm
The spectral projection is necessary for the posterior ensemble to be of rank p. The price
we need to pay is that this procedure may decreases the ensemble covariance. Let ρn be the
p+ 1-th eigenvalue of Kn(Ĉτρn ), and χn = max{1, ρn/ρ} measures the impact of the spectral
projection step Pn over the posterior ensemble. This can be told by the following inequality
χnC
ρ
n  Pn(Kn(Ĉτρn )−ρI)Pn+χnρI  Pn(Kn(Ĉτρn )−ρI)Pn+ρPn+ρn(I−Pn)  Kn(Ĉτρn ).
(5.3)
This inequality can be verified by checking the eigenvectors of Kn(Ĉτρn ), which are the same
as the one of Cρn. The verification is straightforward if one divide the eigenvectors into the
ones in the range of Pn, and the ones in the null space. The Mahalanobis error dissipation
can be formulated as below
Lemma 5.2. With our EnKF Algorithm 1, the filter error en = Xn −Xn satisfies
En‖en+1‖2Cρn+1 ≤
1
r
Enχn+1µn+1‖en‖2Cρn + En(χn+1µn+1 + χn+1)d a.s..
In our formulation above, µn+1 describes the fluctuation from random sampling, and χn+1
describes the possible deflation made by projection, as seen in (5.3). In the classic Kalman
filter setting [31], these sequences are simply ones.
Proof. The forecast estimator is X̂n+1, its error is eˆn+1 = X̂n+1 − Xn+1. The difference of
the following two
X̂n+1 = AnXn +Bn, Xn+1 = AnXn +Bn + ξn+1,
yields eˆn+1 = Anen − ξn+1. Moreover,
Xn+1 = (I −Gn+1Hn)X̂n+1 +Gn+1Yn+1 = (I −Gn+1Hn)X̂n +Gn+1HnXn+1 +Gn+1ζn+1,
so
en+1 = (I −Gn+1Hn)eˆn+1 +Gn+1ζn+1 = (I −Gn+1Hn)Anen − (I −Gn+1Hn)ξn +Gn+1ζn+1.
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Because ξn+1 and ζn+1 are distributed as N (0,Σn) and N (0, I), conditioned on Fn,
EneTn+1[C
ρ
n+1]
−1en+1 = EneTnATn (I −Gn+1Hn)T [Cρn+1]−1(I −Gn+1Hn)Anen (5.4)
+ EnξTn+1(I −Gn+1Hn)T [Cρn+1]−1(I −Gn+1Hn)ξn+1 + EnζTn+1GTn+1[Cρn+1]−1Gn+1ζn+1. (5.5)
For the first part (5.4), we claim that
ATn (I −Gn+1Hn)T [Cρn+1]−1(I −Gn+1Hn)An 
1
r
χn+1µn+1[C
ρ
n]
−1. (5.6)
Because of (5.3), χn+1Cρn+1  Kn(Ĉτρn+1)  (I − Gn+1Hn)Ĉτρn+1(I − Gn+1Hn)T . Moreover
(I − Gn+1Hn) = (I + Ĉτρn+1HTnHn)−1 is clearly invertible. The inversion of the inequality
above reads
(I −Gn+1Hn)T [Cρn+1]−1(I −Gn+1Hn)  χn+1[Ĉτρn+1]−1. (5.7)
Next, recall (2.2) we have
rAnCnA
T
n + rΣ
+
n + ρτI  rAnCρnATn . (5.8)
By the definition of µn+1, [Ĉτρn+1]−1  µn+1[rAnCnATn + rΣ+n + ρτI]−1, so
ATn (I −Gn+1Hn)T [Cρn+1]−1(I −Gn+1Hn)An 
1
r
µn+1χn+1An[AnC
ρ
nA
T
n ]
−1ATn ,
which by Lemma A.2 leads to (5.6). To deal with (5.5), we use the identity aTAa = tr(AaaT )
and the conditional distributions of the system noises,
EnξTn+1(I −Gn+1Hn)T [Cρn+1]−1(I −Gn+1Hn)ξn+1 + ζTn+1GTn+1[Cρn+1]−1Gn+1ζn+1
= Entr[(I −Gn+1Hn)[Cρn+1]−1(I −Gn+1Hn)TΣn +Gn+1GTn+1[Cρn+1]−1].
Note that by (5.7) and (5.8), and Ĉτρn+1  rΣ+n + τρI
(I −Gn+1Hn)[Cρn+1]−1(I −Gn+1Hn)T  χn+1[Ĉτρn+1]−1  χn+1µn+1[rΣ+n + τρI]−1,
By Lemma A.2, and rΣ+n + τρI  rΣn,
tr[(I −Gn+1Hn)[Cρn+1]−1(I −Gn+1Hn)TΣn] ≤
1
r
χn+1µn+1d.
Also notice that
Kn(Ĉτρn+1) = (I −Gn+1Hn)Ĉτρn+1(I −Gn+1Hn)T +Gn+1GTn+1  Gn+1GTn+1.
Then by χn+1Cρn+1  Kn(Ĉτρn+1), tr(Gn+1GTn+1[Cρn+1]−1) ≤ dχn+1. As a sum, we have shown
our claim.
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5.3 Covariance control via comparison
The second mechanism we will exploit is the comparison principle of the Riccati equation.
The general idea is to compare the ensemble covariance Cn with a solution of the Riccati
equation (3.2). This can be done in two fashions. The first one is through expectation
Lemma 5.3. For all n ≥ 0, EFcCn  R0,n(C0) a.s.
Proof. Let R′n = Rk,n(Ck). We will prove our claim by induction. Suppose that EFcCn 
R′na.s., then since ξ
(k)
n+1 is N (0,Σ+n ) conditioned on F c ∨ Fn and
EFcĈτρn+1 = EFcEFc∨FnĈ
τρ
n+1 = rAn(EFcCn)ATn + rΣ+n + τρId  rAnR′nATn + rΣ′n  R̂′n+1.
By Lemma A.1, Kn is concave and monotone. By Jensen’s inequality
EFcCn+1  EFcKn(Ĉτρn+1)  Kn(EFcĈτρn+1)  Kn(R̂′n+1) = R′n+1, a.s.
This result explains why covariance inflation is necessary: the random sampling under-
estimates the covariance on average. On the other hand, the a-priori estimates it provide on
Cn is rather limited. For example, EFc‖Cn‖ cannot be obtained solely from Lemma 5.3. In
order to do a more delicate analysis, we consider the quotient ratio between Cn and R˜n as
in Assumption 3.1. Define the following sequence
νn = inf{ν ≥ 1, Cn  νR˜n}. (5.9)
By Lidskii’s theorem 6.10 of [39], Cn  νnR˜n indicates the ordered eigenvalues of Cn is
dominated by the ordered eigenvalues of νnR˜n. Then by Assumption 3.1, the p + 1-th
eigenvalue of Cn is at most νnρ. Therefore sequence νn dominates sequence χn. It is of this
reason, we will replace χn with its upper bound νn in the following discussion.
As a matter of fact, we can compare our EnKF with any solution of (3.2), and find the
following recursion formula
Lemma 5.4. Fix a time k, and a covariance sequence R′n = Rk,n(R′k). Let ν ′n = inf{ν ≥
1, Cn  νR′n}. Then
ν ′n+1 ≤ min{1, ν ′nλn+1/r}.
Moreover, Kn(Ĉτρn+1)  ν ′n+1R̂′n+1.
Proof. We will prove our claim by induction. Suppose that Cn  ν ′nR′n,
λn+1ν
′
nR̂
′
n+1 = λn+1ν
′
nr
2(AnR
′
nA
T
n + Σ
+
n + τρId)  rλn+1(rAnCnAn + rΣ+n + rτρId)  rĈτρn+1,
where we used that the definition of λn+1. Then by the concavity and monotonicity of Kn,
Lemmas A.1 and (2.5)
Cn+1  Kn(Ĉτρn+1)  Kn(ν ′n+1R̂′n+1)  ν ′n+1Kn(R̂′n+1) = ν ′n+1R′n+1.
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The uniform observability condition guarantees an upper bound for our covariance.
Lemma 5.5. Under the uniform observability Assumption 3.2, given any matrix Ck, there
is a DR such that
‖Rk,m+k(Ck)R˜−1m+k‖ ≤ DR.
Proof. This is proved by proposition 19 of [21] (proposition 6.1 for the arXiv version). By
taking no information for forecast at time k (that is formally taking R̂−1k = 0), we have
Rk,m+k(Ck) 
k+m∑
j=k+1
Qjk,k+mΣ
′
j(Q
j
k,k+m)
T , Qjk,m+k = r
j−kAk,k+mO−1k,k+mOj,m+kA−1j,m+k.
Then because Ok,k+m  Oj,m+k, so ‖O−1k,k+mOj,m+k‖ ≤ 1, and recall the bounds in Assump-
tion 3.2
‖Σ′n‖ ≤ r2‖Σn‖+ r2ρ‖An‖2 + r2τρ ≤ r2(DΣ + ρD2A + τρ)
‖Qjk,m+k‖ ≤ rm‖Ak,k+m‖‖O−1k,k+mOj,m+k‖‖A−1j,m+k‖ ≤ rmD2mA .
Therefore ‖Rk,m+k(Ck)‖  r2m+2mD4mA (DΣ + ρD2A + τρ). Our claim follows as ‖R˜−1m+k‖ ≤
DR.
5.4 A Lyapunov function
In the view of Lemma 5.2, the Mahalanobis error is not dissipating by itself, due to the
fluctuation of the sampling effect and truncation errors. Sections 5.1 and 5.3 imply these
effects are controllable. In this section, we show that they are combined under a Lyapunov
function, namely the following
φ(ν) = exp(Dψ log
3 ν), ψ(ν) = φ(ν)νm(1 + arν). (5.10)
Dψ is a large constant and ar is close to 0, their values will be fixed during our discussion.
Before we prove Theorem 3.4, we need two components. We will assume Assumptions 3.1
and 3.2 throughout our discussion in this subsection. The first component iterates Lemma
5.2 inside a time interval of size m:
Lemma 5.6. For any br > 0, there is a constant Db such that if K > Dbp, and n ≤ m
E0‖en‖2Cρn ≤ (r−
n
2 + br(1 + log ν0))ν
n
0 ‖e0‖2Cρ0 + 2(1 + br(1 + log ν0))nν
n
0
√
d.
Proof. Since νn dominates ξn, we can iterate Lemma 5.2 n times, and find that
E0‖en‖2Cρn ≤
(
E0
n∏
k=1
νkµk/r
)
‖e0‖2Cρ0 +
√
dE0
n∑
j=1
(νjµj/r + νj)
n∏
k=j+1
νkµk/r. (5.11)
We will deal with the linear coefficient E0
∏n
k=1 νkµk/r first. Consider the following rare
events:
Uk = {µk ≥
√
r or λk ≥
√
r}, k = 1, . . . , n, (5.12)
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and U = ∪nk=1Uk. Outside of U , λk ≤
√
r, µk ≤
√
r, so by Lemma 5.4, νk ≤ ν0 and
n∏
k=1
νkµk/r ≤ νn0 r−
n
2 .
This indicates that
E0
n∏
k=1
νkµk/r ≤ νn0 r−
n
2 + E01U
n∏
k=1
νkµk.
Note that since λk ≥ 1, Lemma 5.4 indicates νk ≤ ν0
∏k
j=1 λj a.s.. So the rare event part in
the right hand side above can be bounded as follows:
E01U
n∏
k=1
νkµk ≤ νn0E01U
n∏
k=1
λn−kk
n∏
k=1
1Uµk ≤ νn0 [P0(U)]1/3
[
E0
n∏
k=1
λ
3(n−k)
k
]1/3 [
E01U
n∏
k=1
µ3k
]1/3
≤ νn0 [P0(U)]1/3
n∏
k=1
[
E0λ3n(n−k)k
]1/3n n∏
k=1
[
E01Ukµ
3n
k
]1/3n (5.13)
Because n ≤ m, by Corollary 5.1 there are constant cr, Dr such that P0(U) ≤
∑
k P0(Uk)
with
P0(Uk) = E0Pk−1(Uk) ≤ exp(Drp− crK)E0 log(‖Ck−1‖+ 1)
To continue, by Jensen’s inequality, the concavity of log, and Lemma 5.3
E0 log(‖Ck−1‖+ 1) ≤E0 log(tr(Ck−1) + 2) ≤ log(trE0Ck−1 + 1)
≤ log(tr(R0,k−1(C0)) + 1) ≤ log p+ log(‖R0,k−1(C0)‖+ 1p).
Note that R0,k(C0) is the Kalman filter covariance of system (3.1) with X0 ∼ N (0, C0).
Therefore it is dominated by the unfilter covariance
R0,k(C0)  Vk = Ak,0C0ATk,0 +
k∑
j=1
Ak,jΣ
′
jAk,j.
By the bounds of ‖Ak,j‖ and ‖Σj‖ for k ≤ m, and that C0  ν0R˜0 ⇒ C0 ≤ ν0‖R˜0‖, there is
a constant Dm such that
P0(U) ≤ m sup
k≤m
(log p+ log(‖R0,k−1(C0)‖+ 1p)) ≤ Dm(log ν0 + 1). (5.14)
By Corollary 5.1, Dm can be properly enlarged so that E0λ3n(n−k)k ≤ Dm for all n ≤ m, and
E01Ukµ
3n
k ≤ Dm(log ν0 + 1) exp(Drp− crK).
Therefore, (5.13) ≤ νn0 exp(23Drp− 23crK)Dm(log ν0 + 1). In summary, if
K −Dbp := K − Dr
rr
p
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is large enough,
E0
n∏
k=1
νkµk/r ≤ νn0 (r−
n
2 + br(1 + log ν0)).
The constant terms in (5.11) can be bounded in a similar fashion. Note that outside the
rare event U , (νjµj/r + νj)
∏n
k=j+1 νkµk/r ≤ 2νm0 . And inside the rare event, we can bound
it exactly like in (5.13), but with fewer terms, so
E0(νjµj/r + νj)
n∏
k=j+1
νkµk/r ≤ 2νn0 (1 + br(1 + log ν0)).
Using each term in (5.11) with the corresponding upper bound above yields our claim.
The second component shows that νn is a very stable sequence, it indicates that Cn is
dominated by R˜n for most of the times. But first we have a purely computational verification:
Lemma 5.7. For any fixed cr > 0, there is a constant v0, such that for any Dψ, there exists
a K, such that if Z has exponential distribution with parameter cr(K − 1), then
E exp(Dψ log3(8 + Z)) ≤ exp(Dψv0).
Proof. Denote cK = cr(K − 1),
E exp(Dψ log3(8+Z)) =
∫ ∞
0
cK exp(Dψ log
3(8+z)) exp(−cKz)dz =
∫ ∞
0
exp(Dψ log
3(8+z/cK)−z)dz.
Let u = log(8 + z/cK) ≥ 0, then by exp(u) ≥ 16u3,
Dψ log
3(8 + z/cK)− 1
2
z = Dψu
3 − 1
2
cK(expu− 8) ≤ (Dψ − 1
12
cK)u
3 + 4cK .
So if we let cK = 12Dψ, then∫ ∞
0
exp(Dψ log
3(8 + z/cK)− z)dz ≤
∫ ∞
0
exp(48Dψ − 1
2
z)dz = 2 exp(48Dψ).
So clearly we can find our v0.
The second component is the following.
Lemma 5.8. For a sufficiently small ar ∈ (0, 1), there are constants Dψ, Db ≥ 1 such that
with φ(ν) = exp(Dψ log3 ν), and K −Dbp being sufficiently large,
E0ψ(νm) = E0φ(νm)νmm(1 + arνm) ≤ (1 + 2ar)φ(ν0). (5.15)
Also with constant γφ = exp(−18Dψ log3 r) < 1 and any k ≤ m+ 1
E0νkmφ(νm) ≤ γφνk0φ(ν0) + 1 + ar. (5.16)
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Proof. First, let us show (5.15) assuming ν0 is very large. Let R′k = R0,k(C0), and
ν ′k = inf{ν ≥ 1, Ck  νR′k}.
Then ν ′0 = 1, and by Lemma 5.4, ν ′k+1 ≤ max{1, ν ′kλk+1/r}. ν ′m gives us a bound for νm,
because
νm ≤ ν ′m
∥∥∥R′mR˜−1m ∥∥∥ ,
where by Lemma 5.5, there is a constant DR such that,
∥∥∥R′mR˜−1m ∥∥∥ ≤ DR. Since λk ≥ 1, we
find
log νm ≤ log ν ′m + logDR ≤
m∑
k=1
log+(λk/r) + logDR ≤
m∑
k=1
log λk + logDR,
with log+ = max{log, 0}. Plug this upper bound into
log(φ(νm)ν
m
m(arνm + 1)) ≤ log(2φ(νm)νm+1m ) = Dψ log3 νm + (m+ 1) log νm + log 2.
By Young’s inequality, there exists a constant D1 independent of Dψ such that
E0φ(νm)νmm(arνm + 1) ≤ E0 exp
(
DψD1 +DψD1
m∑
k=1
log3 λk
)
.
By Corollary 5.1, we can find a sequence of independent, exponential with parameter cr(K−
1), random variables Zk such that λk ≤ 8 + Zk a.s.. Then because the function above is
increasing with λk Then
E0 exp
(
DψD1 +DψD1
m∑
k=1
log3 λk
)
≤ exp(DψD1)
m∏
k=1
E(DψD1 log3(8 + Zk)).
By Lemma 5.7, there is a Π such that if ν0 > Π, then for any fixed Dψ, for K larger than a
constant Kψ
E0ψ(νm) ≤ (1 + 2ar)φ(ν0),
which completes (5.15). As for (5.16), simply note that in the previous step we have built
an upper bound for φ(νm)νm+1m , while (1 + 2ar)φ(ν0) ≤ γφφ(ν0)νk0 + 1 for a sufficiently large
Π and ν0 ≥ Π.
Next we do a more delicate bound with ν0 ≤ Π for (5.15). This time, we simply apply
Lemma 5.4 to R′k = R˜k, so
νn+1 ≤ max{1, νnλn+1/r}. (5.17)
Recall the rare events U = ∪mk=1Uk with Uk given by (5.12). First, let us assume ν0 ≥
√
r,
then within U c, νm ≤ ν1 ≤ ν0/
√
r,
Dψ log
3 νm + k log νm + log(1 + arνm)
≤ Dψ(log ν0 − 12 log r)3 + k(log ν0 − 12 log r) + log(1 + arν0/
√
r).
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Note that for sufficiently small ar, 1 + arν0/
√
r ≤ max{rm/2, ν0/
√
r} for all ν0 ≥ 0. So for
any fixed Dψ ≥ 1, one can verify that
Dψ log
3 νm + k log νm ≤ Dψ log3 ν0 + k log ν0 + log γφ.
Moreover for a sufficiently large Dψ,
Dψ log
3 νm +m log νm + log(1 + arνm) ≤ Dψ log3 ν0.
Else if ν0 ≤
√
r, then outside U , νm = 1, which makes Dψ log3 νm + k log νm = 0,
Dψ log
3 νm +m log νm + log(1 + arνm) = log(1 + ar) ≤ Dψ log3 ν0 + log(1 + ar).
So for all ν0 ≥ 1, we can show that
E01Ucφ(νm)νmm(1 + arνm) ≤ (1 + ar)φ(ν0), E01Ucφ(νm)νkm ≤ γφφ(ν0)νk0 + 1.
Therefore
E0ψ(νm) ≤ (1 + ar)φ(ν0) + E01Uψ(νm), E0φ(νm)νkm ≤ γφφ(ν0)νk0 + 1 + E01Uφ(νm)νkm.
It remains to bound the rare event part. Since k ≤ m, we want to show E01Uφ(νm)νkm ≤
E01Uψ(νm)νm ≤ ar. Apply the Cauchy Schwarz inequality, we find
E01Uψ(νm)νm ≤ P0(U)1/2E0ψ2(νm)ν2m.
Since λk ≥ 1, νm ≤ ν0
∏m
k=1 λk, and (1 + arνm) ≤ 2νm,
E0ψ2(νm)ν2m ≤ 4E0 exp
2Dψ(log ν0 + m∑
k=1
log λk
)3
+ 2(m+ 2) log ν0 + 2(m+ 2)
m∑
k=1
log λk
 .
Recall that we can bound λk by a sequence of exponential random variables xk, so the
quantity above is bounded by
4E0 exp
2Dψ(log ν0 + m∑
k=1
log(8 + xk)
)3
+ 2(m+ 2) log ν0 + 2(m+ 2)
m∑
k=1
log(8 + xk)
 .
(5.18)
Following a similar computational result like the one of Lemma 5.7, there is a constant D′ψ
that bounds the right hand side for all ν0 ≤ Π. Therefore, by upper bounds of P0(U) as in
(5.14), there is a D′′ψ
P0(U)1/2
√
E0ψ2(νm)ν2m ≤ exp(12Drp− 12crK)D′′ψ.
When crK −Drp is sufficiently large, this can be further bounded by ar.
Lemma 5.9. For any 1 ≤ k ≤ m, the following holds if K −Dbp is sufficiently large
E0ψ(νk) ≤ 1 + ψ4(ν0).
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Proof. The proof is the same as Lemma 5.6, starting from (5.17) to (5.18), which holds for
general ν0 and we replace m with k. The only difference is that (5.18) is no longer bounded
by a constant, as we no longer have ν0 ≤ Π. So instead, we bound (5.18) by the following
using Hölder’s inequality (a+ b)3 ≤ 4a3 + 4b3
4 exp
(
8Dψ log
3 ν0 + 2(k + 2) log ν0
)
E exp
(
8Dψ
k∑
j=1
log3(8 + xj) + 2(k + 2)
k∑
j=1
log(8 + xj)
)
.
The quantity above can further be bounded by ψ8(ν0)D′′ψ for a constant D′′ψ using computa-
tions like in Lemma 5.7. Hence
E01Uψ(νk) ≤
√
P0(U)E0ψ2(νk) ≤ exp(12Drp− 12crK)
√
D′ψψ
4(ν0).
So if K −Dbp is sufficiently large, E0ψ(νk) ≤ (1 + ar)φ(ν0) + E01Uψ(νk) is further bounded
by 1 + ψ4(ν0) for ar ≤ 1/2.
5.5 Conclusions from previous results
Once we combine all previous arguments, we reach a stronger version of Theorem 3.4:
Theorem 5.10. Suppose system (1.1) is uniformly observable as in Assumption 3.2 and has
intrinsic dimension p as in Assumption 3.1, then for any fixed ar > 0 sufficiently small and
any fixed Dψ sufficiently large, there exists a D, such that if K − Dp is sufficiently large,
and
φ(ν) = exp(Dψ log
3 ν), ψ(ν) = φ(ν)νm(1 + arν), γφ = exp(−1
8
Dψ log
3 r),
then for any k ∈ [0,m)
E0
√
ψ(νnm+k)‖enm+k‖Cρnm+k < r−
nm
6
√
(ψ(ν0) + ψ3(ν0))(‖e0‖2Cρ0 + 2k) +Mn
√
d.
E0ψ(νnm+k) ≤ γnφ(ψ(ν0) + ψ5(ν0)) +
(1 + ar)
2
1− γφ .
The sequence Mn is given by the following with,
Mn =
n∑
k=0
r
(k−n)m
6
√
γkφ(1 + ψ
4(ν0)) +
1 + 2ar
1− γφ .
With n→∞, Mn converges to a constant
√
1+2ar
(1−γφ)(1−r−
m
6 )2
.
Before we show our proof, it is not difficult to go from Theorem 5.10 to Theorem 3.4, as
F (C0) can be chosen as
F (C0) = r
m
6
√
ψ(ν0) + ψ5(ν0),
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where ν0 is defined as in (5.9) and Mn in both theorems are the same. So the bound
for E‖en‖Cρn comes immediately from ψ ≥ 1. Then because ψ(ν) ≥ ν, R˜ρn  νnCρn and
‖R˜ρn‖ ≤ DR + ρ
E|en| ≤
√
DR + ρE‖en‖R˜ρn ≤
√
DR + ρE
√
νn‖en‖R˜ρn ≤ E
√
ψ(νn)‖en‖R˜ρn ,
we have the bound of E|en|. The dominance of Cn over R˜n (3.3) can be derived from the
bound of Eψ(νnm+k), as in Dφ can be chosen as arbitrarily large, and ar arbitrarily close to
0.
Proof of Theorem 5.10. We will pick parameters so that Lemmas 5.6-5.9 all hold. First, we
consider the case with k = 0. By Cauchy Schwarz,
(E0
√
ψ(νm)‖em‖Cρm)2 ≤ E0ψ(νm)E0‖em‖2Cρm
≤ (1 + 2ar)(r−m2 + br(1 + log ν0))νm0 φ(ν0)‖e0‖2Cρ0 + 2m(1 + 2ar)(1 + br(1 + log ν0))ν
m
0 φ(ν0).
For sufficiently small ar, br, because log ν0 ≤ ν0 − 1
(1+2ar)(r
−m
2 +br(1+log ν0)) ≤ r−
m
3 (1+arν0)
2, (1+2ar)(1+br(1+log ν0)) ≤ 2(1+arν0)2.
Then by
√
a+ b ≤ √a+√b,
E0
√
ψ(νm)‖em‖Cρm ≤ r−
m
6
√
ψ(ν0)‖e0‖Cρ0 +
√
2mψ(ν0).
Using Markov property, we can iterate this inequality n times using Gronwall’s inequality
E0
√
ψ(νnm)‖enm‖Cρnm ≤ r−
mn
6
√
ψ(ν0)‖e0‖Cρ0 +
n∑
j=1
r−
m(n−j)
6 E0
√
2mψ(νm(j−1))
Note that by Gronwall’s inequality, the second claim of Lemma 5.8 indicates that
E0φ(νmj)νsmj ≤ γjφφ(ν0)νs0 +
1 + ar
1− γφ .
The bound for Eψ(νnm) comes from this, as a sum of s = m and s = m + 1. Combining
both estimates of Lemma 5.8 using Cauchy Schwarz, we find that
E0
√
ψ(νm(j−1)) ≤ E0
√
Em(j−2)ψ(νmj) ≤
√
E0(1 + 2ar)φ(νm(j−2)) ≤
√
γjφφ(ν0) +
1 + ar
1− γφ .
In summary we have our claims for k = 0.
For nonzero k < m, by Markov property, the previous results indicates that
Ek
√
ψ(νnm+k)‖enm+k‖Cρnm+k ≤ r−
mn
6
√
ψ(νk)‖ek‖Cρk +
n∑
j=1
r−
m(n−j)
6
√
γjφφ(νk) +
1 + ar
1− γφ
(5.19)
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Ekψ(νmn+k) ≤ γnφψ(νk) +
(1 + ar)
2
1− γφ . (5.20)
Then by Cauchy Schwarz, Lemma 5.9 and that ψ ≥ φνm ≥ 1
(E0
√
ψ(νk)‖ek‖Cρk )2 ≤ E0ψ(νk)E0‖ek‖2Cρk
≤ (1 + ψ4(ν0))
(
(1 + (1 + log ν0))ν
k
0φ(ν0)‖e0‖2Cρ0 + 2k(1 + (1 + log ν0))ν
k
0φ(ν0)
)
≤ (1 + ψ4(ν0))φ(ν0)(1 + ν0)νk0 (‖e0‖2Cρ0 + 2k) ≤ 2(1 + ψ
4(ν0))ψ(ν0)(‖e0‖2Cρ0 + 2k).
Likewise by Lemma 5.9 we have E0ψ(νk) ≤ 1 + ψ4(ν0), and
E0
√
γjφφ(νk) +
1 + ar
1− γφ ≤
√
γjφ(1 + ψ
4(ν0)) +
1 + ar
1− γφ .
Plug these bounds into (5.19) and (5.20), we have our claim.
Proof of Corollary 3.5. Let Un,n0 =
∏n−1
k=n0
(I − K̂k+1Hk)Ak. By iterating (5.6) n times, we
find that
‖Cρn‖−1UTn,0Un,0  UTn,0[Cρn]−1Un,0 
(
n∏
k=1
νkµk/r
)
[Cρ0 ]
−1.
Taking spectral norm on both hand side yields ‖Un,0‖ ≤ DR‖[Cρ0 ]−1‖νn
∏n
k=1 νkµk/r.
Recall that
Enm
√√√√ψ(ν(n+1)m) (n+1)m∏
k=nm+1
νkµk/r ≤
√
(1 + ar)φ(νnm)νmnm(r
−m
2 + brνnm) ≤ r−m6
√
ψ(νnm)
Therefore by iterative conditioning
E
√√√√ψ(ν(n+1)m+k) (n+1)m+k∏
j=1
νjµj/r ≤ r−m6 E
√√√√ψ(νnm+k) nm+k∏
j=1
νjµj/r ≤ · · · ≤ r−
m(n+1)
6 E
√
ψ(νk).
Apply Lemma 5.9, E
√
ψ(νj) can be bounded. Then notice that ψ ≥ 1 yields our claim.
6 Concentration of noncentral random matrix
Random matrix theory (RMT) is one of the fastest growing branches of probability theory in
recent years. Yet, most of the RMT results concern of the spectrum of a matrixX where each
column is i.i.d. with mean zero. For our application, each column of the forecast ensemble
spread matrix has its own non-central distribution, and we concern more of its ratio with
respect to its expectation. It is of this reason, we have to develop the following result for
EnKF. Fortunately, classic RMT arguments like -net and Gaussian concentration are still
valid for our purpose.
The EnKF augmentations are crucial for such a result to hold. The additive inflation
makes sure the matrix inversion is non-singular. The multiplicative inflation creates an
important room so the concentration can fit in with high probability. The spectral projection
makes sure the rank of the matrices are at most p.
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Theorem 6.1. Let {ak}k≤K be K vectors in Rd, and {ξk}k≤K be K i.i.d. N (0,Σ) random
vectors in Rd. Denote ∆ξk = ξk −K−1
∑K
j=1 ξj, and
C =
1
K − 1
K∑
k=1
ak ⊗ ak, D = C + Σ, Z = 1
K − 1
K∑
k=1
(ak + ∆ξk)⊗ (ak + ∆ξk).
Clearly EZ = D. Fixed any ρ > 0, denote the condition number of C + ρId as C, and
µ = inf{r ≥ 0 : [Z + ρId]−1  r[D + ρId]−1}, λ = inf{r ≥ 0 : Z  r[D + ρId]},
Suppose that rank([a1, . . . , aK ]) ≤ p, rank(Σ) ≤ p. For any fixed δ > 0, there are constants
Dδ and cδ such that when K > Dδ/cδp,
• With high probability, both λ and µ are close to 1: for the event U := {λ > 1+5δ or µ >
1 + 5δ},
P(U) ≤ (log C + 1) exp(Dδp− cδK).
• In the complementary set, µ is controllable through its moment. Suppose that ρ ≤ ‖Σ‖,
then for any fixed number n, there is a constant Cn
E1Uµn ≤ Cnρ−n‖Σ‖n(log C + 1) exp(Dδp− cδK).
And λ is controllable through its tail: when K ≥ Dδp, so any t > 0
P(λ > 8 + t) ≤ exp(−cδKt).
Proof. Step 1: spectral projection. In our discussion below, without lost of generality,
we assume δ is a small positive number, so the following simplified estimation holds
(1 + bδ)(1 + aδ) ≤ 1 + bδ
1− aδ ≤ 1 + min{a+ b+ 1, 2(a+ b)}δ
for all a, b ∈ [0, 4]. Now let
Fv :=
vT (D + ρId)v
vT (Z + ρId)v
, Gv :=
vZvT
v(D + ρId)vT
.
Then clearly
µ = sup
v∈Rd
Fv, λ = sup
v∈Rd
Gv.
Next, let P be the linear sum of the column space of Σ and the linear space spanned by
{a1, . . . , aK}. By our condition, P has dimension at most 2p. Denote the projection of v to
P as v′, and the residual as v⊥. Note that 〈ak, v⊥〉 = 0 and 〈∆ξk, v⊥〉 = 0 a.s.,
Fv =
1
K−1
∑〈ak, v′〉2 + v′TΣv′ + ρ|v′|2 + ρ|v⊥|2
1
K−1
∑〈ak + ∆ξk, v′〉2 + ρ|v′|2 + ρ|v⊥|2 a.s.,
Gv =
1
K−1
∑〈ak + ∆ξk, v′〉2
1
K−1
∑〈ak, v′〉2 + v′TΣv′ + ρ|v′|2 + ρ|v⊥|2 ≥ Gv′ a.s..
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One elementary fact is that if a, b, c are nonnegative real numbers.
a+ b
a+ c
≤ max
{
1,
b
c
}
. (6.1)
As a consequence Fv ≤ max{1, Fv′}. Since we do not concern about the part of µ that is
below 1, we can focus on v ∈ P . Moreover, because Fv is invariant under renormalization,
we can focus on |v| = 1.
Step 2: two -nets. In order to parameterize v ∈ P , let ΨΛΨT be the orthogonal decompo-
sition of Σ, where Ψ is a d×pmatrix, and Λ is p×p with strictly positive diagonal entries. Let
Θ = Λ−1/2ΨT . The set {ΘTu, u ∈ Sp−1} = {v ∈ P , |v| = 1}, where Sp−1 = {u ∈ Rp, |u| = 1}
is the p − 1 dimensional sphere. With a transformation through Θ, we denote the spread
matrices consist of the dynamical forecast and the system noise as follows
S = [Θa1, . . . ,ΘaK ]
T , S ′ = (STS + (K − 1)ρΘΘT )1/2,
and also the random matrices
T = [Θξ1, . . . ,ΘξK ]
T , T ′ = [Θ∆ξ1, . . . ,Θ∆ξK ]T = QKT, QK = IK −K−2~1K ⊗~1K .
~1K is the K dimensional vector with all entries being 1. Note that ‖QK‖ ≤ 1. One important
fact will be exploited in later estimation is that T is aK×p random matrix with i.i.d. N (0, 1)
entries. Also note with these notations,
FΘTu =
|S ′u|2 + (K − 1)∑K
k=1([Su]k + [T
′u]k)2 + (K − 1)ρ|ΘTu|2
, GΘTu =
|Su+ T ′u|2
|S ′u|2 + (K − 1) ,
where [x]k denotes the k-th coordinate of a vector x. Then FΘTu = fu,u, GΘTu = gu,u, where
fu,w :=
|S ′u|2 + (K − 1)∑K
k=1([Su]k + [T
′w]k)2 + (K − 1)ρ|ΘTu|2
, gu,w :=
|Su+ T ′w|2
|S ′u|2 + (K − 1) .
Like many other random matrix problems, fu,u, gu,u are easy to estimate for a fixed u, but
difficult to estimate over all u ∈ Sp−1. The general solution to such problem is finding proper
-nets, where  is a very small positive number to be fixed later. Here we need two.
Pick a group points {wj ∈ Rp|j ∈ J, |wj| = 1} as an -net for the p−1 dimensional sphere
Sp−1. In other words, Sp−1 ⊂ ∪jB(wj), where Br(x) is a ball of radius r around point x.
By Lemma 5.2 [29] , the cardinality of this net is bounded by |J | ≤ (1 + 2

)p.
As we are dealing with another matrix S ′, we need a second net {ui ∈ Rp|i ∈ I} generated
by the norm |S ′ · |, so Sp−1 ⊂ ∪iBS (ui). Here
u ∈ BS (ui) if |S ′(u− ui)| ≤ |S ′ui|.
By Lemma 6.2, this set has cardinality
|I| ≤ 4(1 + 4−1)pp(log C ′ + 1),
with C ′ being the condition number of S ′.
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Note that
F (ξ1, . . . , ξK) ≤ sup
u∈Sp−1
max{FΘTu, 1} ≤ max
i∈I,j∈J
{
sup
u∈BS (ui)
sup
w∈B(wj)
fu,w, 1
}
.
To continue, we will find simpler bounds for FΘTu, GΘTu when u ∈ BS(ui), u ∈ B(wj). This
discussion will be done separately for two different scenarios.
Step 3: |S ′ui| ≤ 12δ
√
K − 1. In this case, the nominator of fu,w is bounded by
(1 + )2|S ′ui|2 + (K − 1) ≤ (K − 1)(1 + 12δ2).
and denominator of gu,u bounded from below by K − 1. As for the denominator of fu,u, and
nominator of gu,u, |T ′wj|2 makes a good approximation. In specific, because |T ′(wj − w)| ≤
‖T ′‖ and
|Su| ≤ |S ′u| ≤ |S ′(u− ui)|+ |S ′u| ≤ 1 + 
2
δ
√
K − 1.
By Cauchy Schwarz ,
K∑
k=1
([Su]k + [T
′w]k)2 =
K∑
k=1
([T ′wj]k + [T ′(w − wj)]k + [Su]k)2
≥
K∑
k=1
[T ′wj]2k − 2[T ′wj]k([T ′(w − wj)]k + [Su]k)
≥ |T ′wj|2 − 2
√∑
k
|T ′wj|2k
√
2
∑
k
(|T ′(w − wj)|2k + [Su]2k)
≥ |T ′wj|2 − 4|T ′wj|(‖T ′‖+ 1 + 
2
δ
√
K − 1).
Likewise, the nominator of gu,w is bounded by
|Su+ T ′w|2 ≤ (|T ′wj|+ |T ′(w − wj)|+ |Su|)2
≤ (|T ′wj|+ ‖T ′‖+ 1+2 δ
√
K − 1)2.
Recall that Twj ∼ N (0, Ik), so |T ′wj| = |QKTwj| ≈
√
K − 1 by concentrations of Gaussian
variables, then the quantity above can be bounded. In particular, let us consider the events
of large deviations:
D = {ω : ‖T ′‖ ≥ δ(1−)
2
√
(K − 1)}, Ai,j =
{
ω : |T ′wj| ≤
√
K − 1
1 + 1
2
δ
or |T ′wj| ≥ (1 + δ2)
√
K − 1
}
.
Then in the canonical event (D ∪Ai,j)c,
(1−3δ)(K−1) ≤
√
K − 1
1 + 1
2
δ
(
√
K − 1
1 + 1
2
δ
−2δ√K − 1) ≤
K∑
k=1
([Su]k+[T
′w]k)2 ≤ (1+3δ)(K−1).
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In this canonical set, we have a good upper bound,
FΘTu = fu,u ≤
1 + 1
2
δ2
1− 3δ ≤ 1 + 5δ, GΘTu ≤
(K − 1)(1 + 3δ)
K − 1 = 1 + 3δ.
On the other hand, because ‖T ′‖ ≤ ‖T‖, so by spectral norm estimate of the Gaussian
random matrix T , Corollary 5.35 [29],
P(D) ≤ pD := exp(−( δ(1−)2
√
K − 1−
√
K −√p)2);
moreover, because E|QKTwj|2 = K−1, by Hansen-Wright’s inequality for Gaussian variables
[40], for some constants Dδ, cδ > 0,
P(Ai,j) ≤ Dδ exp(−cδK).
A different pair of cδ, Dδ will make
P(D) + P(Ai,j) ≤ Dδ exp(−cδK).
While in the non canonical set D ∪Ai,j, we can use a trivial upper bound for FΘTu
FΘTu ≤ |S
′u|2 + (K − 1)
ρ|ΘTu|2 ≤ Ui := ρ
−1‖Σ‖(1 + 1
2
δ)(K − 1).
The part for GΘTu can be achieved through a Cauchy inequality in the end.
Step 4: |S ′ui| ≥ 12δ
√
K − 1. In this case, the nominator of fu,w is bounded
(1 + )2|S ′ui|2 + (K − 1) ≤ (1 + 18δ)(|S ′ui|2 + (K − 1)), (6.2)
and the denominator of gu,w is bounded from below by
(1− )2|S ′ui|+ (K − 1) ≥ (1− 18δ)(|S ′ui|2 + (K − 1)). (6.3)
Next we try to bound the denominator of fu,w and the nominator of gu,w. Denote
Fi,j =
√∑
k
([Sui]k + [T ′wj]k)2 + (K − 1)ρ|ΘTui|2, Gi,j = |Sui + T ′wj|.
Then the fact that |S ′(u− ui)| ≤ |S ′ui|, and that |w − wj| ≤ , the denominator of fu,w is
bounded from below by:∑
k
([Su]k + [T
′w]k)2 + ρ(K − 1)|ΘTu|2
≥
∑
k
([Sui]k + [T
′wj]k)2 − 2([S(ui − u)]k + [T ′(wj − w)]k)([Sui]k + [T ′wj]k)
+ ρ(K − 1)|ΘTui|2 − 2ρ(K − 1)|ΘT (u− ui)||ΘTui|
≥ F 2i,j − 2
√∑
k
([Sui]k + [T ′wj]k)2 + ρ(K − 1)|ΘTui|2×√
2
∑
k
([S(u− ui)]2k + [T ′(w − wj)]2k) + 2ρ(K − 1)|ΘT (u− ui)|2
≥ F 2i,j − 2Fi,j
√
2|S ′(u− ui)|2 + 2|T ′(w − wj)|2 ≥ F 2i,j − 2Fi,j
√
2|S ′ui|2 + 2‖T ′‖2. (6.4)
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Likewise, the nominator of gu,w is bounded by:
|Su+ T ′w|2 ≤ (|Sui + T ′wj|+ |S(u− ui)|+ |T ′(w − wj)|)2
≤ (Gi,j + (|S ′ui|+ |T ′|))2. (6.5)
In order to continue, we rewrite Fi,j, Gi,j by rotating proper terms. There is a K×K rotation
matrix Φi, with its first row being
([Sui]1/|Sui|, [Sui]2/|Sui|, . . . , [Sui]K/|Sui|).
Then if we consider the following K × 1 random vector
ζ = (ζ1, . . . , ζK)
T = ΦiT
′wj = ΦiQKTwj
we have
|Sui|ζ1 = −
K∑
k=1
[Sui]k[T
′wj]k,
K∑
k=1
|ζk|2 =
K∑
k=1
[T ′wj]2k.
Moreover, because Twj ∼ N (0, IK), ζ ∼ N (0,ΦiQ2KΦTi ). In particular,
F 2i,j =
K∑
k=1
([Sui]k + [T
′wj]k)2 + ρ|ΘTui|2
= (|Sui| − ζ1)2 + ρ|ΘTui|2 +
K∑
k=2
|ζk|2
≥ (|S ′ui| − |ζ1|)2 +
K∑
k=2
|ζk|2. (6.6)
And
G2i,j = |Sui + T ′wj|2 = (|Sui| − ζ1)2 +
K∑
k=2
|ζk|2 ≤ (|S ′ui|+ |ζ1|)2 +
K∑
k=2
|ζk|2.
We consider these sets of large deviations,
Ai,j =
{
|ζ1| ≥ δ
8
|S ′ui|
}
, Bi,j =
{∣∣∣∣∣
K∑
k=2
|ζk|2 − (K − 1)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ 12δ(K − 1) + δ4 |S ′ui|2
}
,
and Di = {‖T ′‖ ≥ (4)−1δ
√
(K − 1) + |S ′ui|2}. Then in the canonical set (Di ∪Ai,j ∪Bi,j)c,
F 2i,j ≥ (6.6) ≥ (1−
1
2
δ)|S ′ui|2 + (1− 1
2
δ)(K − 1),
and for small enough δ,
(6.4) ≥ Fi,j(Fi,j − 2
√
2|S ′ui|2 + 2‖T ′‖2) ≥ (1− 34δ)(|S ′ui|2 +K − 1).
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Combine this with (6.2), fu,u ≤ 1+
1
8
δ
1− 3
4
δ
≤ 1 + 2δ.
Likewise, in the canonical set (Di ∪ Ai,j ∪ Bi,j)c, G2i,j ≤ (1 + δ2)2(|S ′ui|2 + (K − 1)), and
by (6.3) and (6.5),
gu,u ≤
(1 + δ
2
)2(1 + δ)2(|S ′ui|2 + (K − 1))
(1− 1
8
δ)(|S ′ui|2 + (K − 1)) ≤ 1 + 5δ.
Next we bound the probability of large deviations. By Gaussian tail estimate, there are
constant Dδ, cδ > 0 such that
P(Ai,j) ≤ C exp
(−c|S ′ui|2) .
And because ‖T ′‖ ≤ ‖T‖ and |S ′nui| ≥ 12
√
δ(K − 1), by concentration of spectral norm of
random matrices, Corollary 5.35 [29], there is a pair of constants (Dδ, cδ) such that
P(Di) ≤ Dδ exp(−cδ(
√
K +
√
p− (2)−1
√
δ(K − 1) + δ|S ′ui|2)2).
Lastly, we can compute the mean of
∑K
k=2 ζ
2
k
E
K∑
k=2
ζ2k = E|ζ|2 − Eζ21 = tr(ΨiQ2KΨTi )− eT1 ΨiQ2KΨTi e1,
where e1 = [1, 0, · · · , 0]T . Since tr(ΨiQ2KΨTi ) = tr(Q2K) = (K − 1)2/K, and
eT1 ΨiQ
2
KΨ
T
i e1 ≤ ‖Q2K‖ ≤ 1.
So E
∑K
k=2 ζ
2
k ≥ K − 3. Moreover, because ζ ∼ N (0,ΦiQ2KΦTi ),
∑K
k=2 ζ
2
k has the same
distribution as |Uξ|2, where ξ ∼ N (0, IK), and
U = ΨiQK − E1,1ΨiQK , E1,1 = e1 ⊗ e1.
Then
‖UTU‖ = ‖QKΨTi (I − E1,1)ΨiQK‖ ≤ 1 = ‖IK‖.
Also the Hilbert-Schmidt norm is bounded by
‖UTU‖2HS = tr(QKΨTi (I − E1,1)ΨiQ2KΨTi (I − E1,1)ΨiQK)
= tr((I − E1,1)ΨiQ2KΨTi (I − E1,1)ΨiQ2KΨTi )
≤ tr(ΨiQ2KΨTi (I − E1,1)ΨiQ2KΨTi )
= tr(ΨTi Q
4
KΨi(I − E1,1)) ≤ tr(Q4K) ≤ K = ‖IK‖2HS,
where we used that tr(AB) = tr(BA) and tr((I −E1,1)A) ≤ tr(A) for all PSD A. So by the
Hansen-Wright’s inequality, [40], there are constants Dδ and cδ
P(Bi,j) ≤ Dδ exp(−cδ((K − 1) + |S ′ui|2)).
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By the union bound, we can choose a different pair of Dδ and cδ
P(Di ∪ Ai,j ∪ Bi,j) ≤ Dδ exp(−cδ|S ′ui|2 − cδK).
Moreover, when in the rare event Di ∪ Ai,j ∪ Bi,j, we can again use the trivial upper bound
FΘTu ≤ (1 + )
2|S ′ui|2 + (K − 1)
ρ|ΘTu|2 ≤ Ui := ρ
−1(1 + 1
2
δ)‖Σ‖((K − 1) + |S ′ui|2).
Step 5. Summing up. Finally, we can put all our estimates together. First, denote the
union of all large deviation set as
U = D ∪
⋃
i,j
(Di ∪ Ai,j ∪ Bi,j).
Based on previous discussion, outside U , FΘTu, GΘTu ≤ 1 + 5δ for all u, so λ, µ ≤ 1 + 5δ.
While the probability of this event U is bounded by the union bound as
P(U) ≤ pD + |I||J |Dδ exp(−cδK) ≤ (log C ′ + 1) exp(log p+Dδp− cδK).
Finally notice that the condition number C ′ of matrix S ′ is dominated by the one of C by
Lemma A.5 since Θ has rank p:
C ′2 = Cond(STS + ρ(K − 1)ΘΘT ) = Cond(Θ(C + ρI)ΘT ) ≤ C2.
For the control of µ in the rare event, recall the trivial upper bounds. When |S ′ui| ≤
1
2
√
δ(K − 1),
P(D ∪Ai,j)Uni ≤ Dδρ−n‖Σ‖n(1 + 12δ)n(K − 1)n exp(−cδK). (6.7)
For |S ′ui| ≥ 12
√
δ(K − 1),
P(Di∪Ai,j∪Bi,j)Uni ≤ Dδρ−n‖Σ‖n(1+ 12δ)n((K−1)+ |S ′ui|2)n exp(−cδK−cδ|S ′ui|2). (6.8)
By maximizing the right hand side of (6.8) over all possible value of |S ′ui|, we can find a
new pair of cδ, Dδ such that
(6.7) ≤ ρ−n‖Σ‖nDδ exp(−cδK), (6.8) ≤ ρ−n‖Σ‖nDδ exp(−cδK).
As a consequence,
E1Uµn ≤
∑
(i,j):|S′ui|≤ 12
√
δ(K−1)
P(D ∪Ai,j)Uni +
∑
(i,j):|S′ui|> 12
√
δ(K−1)
P(Di ∪ Ai,j ∪ Bi,j)Uni
≤ |I||J |ρ−n‖Σ‖nDδ exp(−cδK)
≤ (log C + 1)ρ−n‖Σ‖n exp(log p+ logDδ +Dδp− cδK),
for a different pair of cδ, Dδ > 0. Moreover, we can remove the log p+ logDδ term by having
a larger Dδ in front of p.
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The tail of λ can be achieved by the following trivial bound For the λm part, notice that
by (6.1)
gu,u ≤ 2|S
′u|2 + 2|T ′u|2
|S ′u|2 + (K − 1) ≤ 2 max
{ ‖T ′‖2
K − 1 , 1
}
.
So by Corollary 3.53 of [29], P(‖T ′‖ > √K − 1 +√p+ t) ≤ exp(−t2/2), because p < K − 1,
with a proper cδ
P(λ ≥ 8 + t) ≤ exp(−cδKt).
Lemma 6.2. Let S be any p × p nonsingular matrix, and C(S) be its conditional number.
Then for any fixed  ∈ (0, 1), we say U ⊂ Sp−1 is a S-relative -net of Sp−1, if for any
x ∈ Sp−1, there is a u ∈ U such that |S(x− u)| ≤ |Su|. Then there exists a S-relative -net
of Sp−1,
|U | ≤ e(1 + 2e 1p −1)pp(log C(S) + 1),
which can be further bounded by 4(1 + 4−1)p(p log C(S) + 1) for simplicity. Moreover, the
linear dependence of |U | over log C(S) is sharp.
Proof. Denote m to be the minimum singular value of S, and let c > 1 be a number to be
determined. For n = 1, . . . , Nc := dlog(C(S))/ log ce, let
Dn := {u : |u| = 1,mcn−1 ≤ |Su| ≤ mcn}.
Then Sp−1 = ∪Ncn=1Dn, and we will construct a S-relative -net for each Dn.
We say U ⊂ Dn is a S-relative -separated set of Dn, if for two different x, y ∈ U ,
|S(x− y)| ≥ max{|Sx|, |Sy|}. Then, the cardinality of any S-relative -net of Dn is upper
bounded. To see this, note that if x, y ∈ U , B 1
2
|Sx|(Sx) and B 1
2
|Sy|(Sy) have no intersection:
else |Sx − Sy| < 
2
(|Sx| + |Sy|), which contradicts the definitions of -separation. On the
other hand, because |Sx| ≤ mcn, B 1
2
|Sx|(Sx) ⊆ B(1+ 1
2
)mcn(0), so
|U |Vol(B 1
2
mcn−1(Sx)) ≤ Vol(B(1+ 1
2
)mcn(0)) ⇒ |U | ≤ (1 + 2−1)pcp.
Since S-relative -separated sets of Dn all have finite cardinality, there is a U ′n among
them with the maximal cardinality. We claim this U ′n is a S-relative c-net for Dn. To see
this, suppose there is a z, with |S(z − x)| ≥ c|Sx| for all x ∈ U ′n, then |S(z − x)| ≥ |Sz|
because both z and x are in Dn, and their S-norms are at most c multiple apart. So U ′n∪{z}
is another S-relative -separated sets of Dn, which contradicts that U ′n has the maximal
cardinality.
To summarize, we can use ∪Ncn=1U ′n as a c set for Sp−1, with the total cardinality bounded
by (1 + 2−1)pcpNc. To show our claim, we will replace  with c−1 and c = e
1
p .
It is also easy to see the linear dependence of |U | on C(S). Let F (x) = log |Sx|, then
F (Sp−1) = [logm, logm + log C(S)], where m is the minimum eigenvalue of S. For each
u ∈ U , if |S(x− u)| ≤ |Su|, then F (x) ∈ [log(1− ) + logF (u), log(1 + ) + logF (u)], which
is an interval of fixed length log 1+
1− . Therefore
|U | ≥ log C(S)
log 1+
1−
.
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7 Conclusion and discussion
Ensemble Kalman filters (EnKF) are indispensable data assimilation methods for high di-
mensional systems. Their surprisingly successful performance with ensemble size K much
lower than ambient space dimension d has remained a mystery for mathematicians. The
practitioners often attribute this success to the existence of a low effective dimension p, of
which the formal definition is sorely lacking. This paper closes this gap by considering a
Kalman filter with random coefficients, and uses its covariance R˜n as an intrinsic filtering
performance criteria. The effective dimension then can naturally be defined as the number
of eigenvalues of R˜n, or a system instability matrix, that are above a significance threshold ρ.
An EnKF with proper covariance inflation and localization techniques is constructed by Al-
gorithms 1, which exploits the low effective dimension structure. Then assuming the system
is uniformly observable, and the ensemble size exceeds a constant multiple of p, Theorem
3.4 asserts that the Mahalanobis error of EnKF decays geometrically to a constant. Use-
ful properties such as corvariance fidelity, exponential stability, and filter accuracy of EnKF
come as immediate corollaries. This framework can be directly applied to a simple stochastic
turbulence, where the effective filtering dimension along with the EnKF tuning parameters
are explicitly computable. The proof exploits the intrinsic Mahalanobis error dissipation,
shows this mechanism operates with high probability using a new noncentral random matrix
concentration result, and regulates the behavior of outlier by designing a Lyapunov function.
As the first step of studying EnKF performance, this paper looks at a relatively simple
setup. There are multiple directions this framework can be improved at. Here we list five of
them to inspire for future research:
• The random linear coefficient setting (1.1) includes a wide range of applications [20, 21].
But many geophysical applications of EnKF, the forecast models are fully nonlinear
[10, 12]. Two major challenges arise if one wants to generalize our setup to nonlinear
systems. First it will be difficult for the forecast ensemble to capture the forecast
dynamics, so the error dynamics will no longer be linear. Second, the reference Kalman
filter plays a pivotal role in this framework, it is not clear what would replace it in a
nonlinear setting.
• One important feature that this paper has not discussed is the universality of noise. The
authors believe the same proof remains valid if the noise distribution are assumed only
to be sub-Gaussian [29]. This is because the only feature we have used about Gaussian
distributions is their concentration, which also holds for sub-Gaussian distributions or
even exponential distributions. The non-Gaussian noise may be an essential ingredient
if one wants to investigate the nonlinear settings. This paper has not discussed this
universality intentionally, as it is less known for the filtering community, and may cause
confusion.
• The Mahalanobis error appears to be a natural statistic for covariance fidelity and
stability analysis. It is equivalent to the average l2 error E|en|, but this equivalence
is not good in a high dimensional setting. For example, in Theorem 3.4, E|en| has a
square root dependence on d. In practice one would expect the dependence should
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be √p. To reach this result, one would need to investigate the uncertainty levels in
different dimensions.
• The uniform observability Assumption 3.1 is proposed for a simpler Lyapunov function
construction. It is stronger than the general assumptions developed in the classic
Kalman filter literature such as [20]. It will be interesting if our framework can be
further generalized in this aspect.
• In recent years, many other EnKF augmentations are invented based on various intu-
ition. Whether our framework can justify their formulations require further investiga-
tion.
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Appendix
A Matrix inequalities
The following lemma has been mentioned in [28] for dimension one.
Lemma A.1. The prior-posterior Kalman covariance update mapping Kn in (1.2), can also
be defined as
Kn(C) = (I −GHn)C(I −GHn)T +GGT
where G := CHn(I +HnCHTn )−1 is the corresponding Kalman gain. Kn is a concave mono-
tone operator from PD to itself.
Proof. The first matrix identity is straightforward to verify, and can be found in many
references of Kalman filters [5]. In order to simplify the notations, we ignore the time
indices below and let J(X) = (I + HXHT )−1. Then picking any symmetric matrix A, the
perturbation in direction A is given by
DAJ(X) :=
d
dt
J(X + At)
∣∣
t=0
= −JHAHTJ.
Therefore
DAK = A−AHTJHX−XHTJHA+XHTJHAHTJHX = (I−HTJHX)TA(I−HTJHX)
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The Hessian is
D2AK = −2AHTJHA+ 2AHTJHAHTJHX + 2XHTJHAHTJHA
− 2XHTJHAHTJHAHTJHX
= −2(AHTJ1/2 −XHTHAHTJ1/2) · (AHTJ1/2 −XHTHAHTJ1/2)T  0.
Therefore, as long as X,X + A  0, then the convexity holds:
K(X) +K(X + A)  2K(X + 1
2
A).
When we require A to be PSD, DAK  0 implies the monotonicity of K.
Lemma A.2. Suppose that A,C,D are PSD matrices, C is invertible, while A  [BCBT +
D]−1, then
BTAB  C−1, A1/2DA1/2  Id.
Proof. From the condition, we have A1/2[BCBT +D]A1/2  Id. Therefore our second claim
holds. Moreover,
(BTAB)C(BTAB)  BTA1/2A1/2[BCBT +D]A1/2A1/2B  BTAB.
This leads to our first claim by the next lemma.
Lemma A.3. Let A and B be PSD matrices, if
• A  Id, then ABA  B.
• A  Id, then ABA  B. And for any real symmetric matrix C, CAC  C2.
Proof. If the null subspace of B is D and P is the projection onto the complementary
subspaceD⊥, then it suffices to show that (PAP)(PBP)(PAP)  PBP. Therefore, without
loss of generality, we can assume B is invertible, so it suffices to show
(B−1/2AB1/2)(B−1/2AB1/2)T  I.
But this is equivalent to checking the singular values of B−1/2AB1/2 are greater than 1, which
are the same as the eigenvalues of A.
If A and C are invertible, then the second claim follows as the direct inverse of the first
claim. Else, it suffice to show the claim on the subspace where A and C are invertible.
Lemma A.4. Let A and B be two PSD matrices, and A is invertible, then
‖AB‖ = ‖A1/2BA1/2‖ = inf{λ : B  λA−1}.
Proof. ‖AB‖ = ‖A1/2BA1/2‖ comes as conjugacy preserves eigenvalues, and ‖A1/2BA1/2‖ =
inf{λ : B  λA−1} is obvious.
Lemma A.5. Let A be a d× d PSD matrix, and Θ is a p× d matrix with rank p. Then the
condition number of ΘAΘT is dominated by the one of A.
Proof. Suppose vM and vm are the p-dimensional eigenvectors of ΘAΘT with the maxi-
mum and minimum eigenvalues, λM and λm. Then by looking at (ΘTvM)TA(ΘTvM) and
(ΘTvm)
TA(ΘTvm) we know the maximum eigenvalue of A is above λM , and the minimum
eigenvalue of A is below λm.
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